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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 In 1891  o emian com oser Anton n D o  k (1841-1904) was offered a position as the 
Director of the American Conservatory in New York City by Jeanette Thurber (1850-1946) due 
to his reputation as a nationalistic composer. Thurber was intending to create a national music for 
America and  ired D o  k to not only  romote t e American  onser atory, but  el   er ac ie e 
 er  oal of an American style.  y early    2 an a reement  as reac ed bet een t e t o  arties, 
and D o  k assumed  is role as Director of t e  onser atory in October of    2, a tenure   ic  
lasted until ay     . T is t ree year  eriod, identified as D o  k’s “American”  eriod,  as 
ignited debate over his identification of source materials for composers to utilize as a possible 
source of influences to create an American nationalistic style of compositions.  
 ased on D o  k’s  ublic  ritin s durin  t is  eriods, one mi  t conclude t at Ne ro 
Spirituals and music of Native Americans should form the basis of an American nationalistic 
style, but practice D o  k’s com ositions su  ests a different direction entirely. Indeed  re ious 
sc olars   o  a e e amined D o  k’s American  orks  a e reac ed no consensus re ardin  t e 
extent of influence that Negro Spirituals and Native American music in these works. 
 In t is  a er I  ill su  est an alternati e to t e influence of t e Ne ro   iritual and 
Nati e American music on t e creation of D o  k’s “American”  eriod, and assert that it was, in 
fact, the influence of the Indianist and Progressive Movements t at  el ed s a e t e music to 
in oke Americaness. I  ill su  ort my  y ot esis t rou   a com arison of indi enous idioms, 
an e amination of contract issues bet een T urber and D o  k, and contradictions bet een 
letters written by the composer to family and friends and t e ne s a er editorials attributed to 
D o  k. 
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CHAPTER I 
D O  K’  A ERI AN PERIOD: NOTION  OF INFLUEN E 
 
 In    2 Jeanette T urber       -   6  contacted t e   ec  com oser Anton n D o  k 
(1841-1904) and offered him a position as the Director of the National Conservatory of Music of 
America. Thurber was a visionary in her attempts to elevate the art music tradition of the young 
country, and her efforts led to the formation of the Conservatory as well as the American Opera 
Company. One of her goals for the Conservatory was to develop a style of art music that was 
exclusively identified as America. D o  k  as t e  erfect selection for t e  atroness due to  is 
international recognition, but more importantly for his reputation as a highly skilled composer 
known for his creation of nationalistic compositions. His arrival in the United States garnered a 
 reat deal of media attention, and numerous essays a  eared in t e  rint suc  as, “T e Real 
 alue of Ne ro elodies,” “For National usic,” and “D o  k on  is Ne  orld.” T ese 
essays disseminated his opinions and perceptions on the current state of music in America. While 
in the United States, he composed some of his most popular and well-known works, including 
the so-called “American” String Quartet in F major, op. 96 B. 179 (1893), and his Symphony 
No. 9 in E minor B. 179 (1893) enigmatically titled “From t e Ne  orld.” Alt ou    is tenure 
in t e United  tates lasted only for t ree years, t e im act of  is “American”  eriod on t e 
historiography of American music has been long lasting.  
An e amination of t e music D o  k com osed durin   is American  eriod     2–1895) 
presents a number of difficulties for scholars, due in large part to misinformation regarding the 
composer that has been perpetuated. This misinformation has led to the construction of multi le 
accounts about  is time in t e United  tates. T ree distinct narrati es  a e emer ed in D o  k 
scholarship to recount his creation of American art music.  These explanations, however, are 
2 
 
based in large part on misrepresentation and pro a anda,   ic   a e caused t e dissemination of 
inaccuracies about D o  k and  is American music. Furt ermore, t ese narrati es illustrate t at 
an additional bias exists in scholarship due to attempts to claim national ownership of the music 
produced by the composer in the United States. Despite his statements that the music contained 
an amalgamation of musical characteristics derived from American popular music, individuals 
continue to assign his compositions to a single source of influence. 
The first narrative is the simplest and is associated primarily with American scholars. It 
also contains the greatest amount of misinformation surrounding the composer and his reasons 
for coming to the United States. This account is found in most undergraduate history textbooks 
such as, A History of Western Music by J. Peter Burkholder, Donald Jay Grout, and Claude V. 
Palisca, and centers on D o  k as t e definer of American music.1 T rou    is  osition at t e 
National  onser atory, D o  k identified musical sources for com osers to use in an attem t to 
create an American art music. T is account is based on information e tracted from a 
combination of ne s a er inter ie s and essays  ritten by D o  k, and fosters t e  erce tion 
that he single handedly created American art music. It is important to mention that these articles 
and essays are viewed as controversial by scholars such as John Clapman and Michael 
Beckerman who assert that the information may not in fact be correct. Often these writings were 
penned by ghost writers who were hired to help promote D o  k’s  il rima e to America. 
Unfortunately, many of these writings contain a fair amount of misinformation or are based on 
propagandist ideas in an attempt to garner support for the National Conservatory of Music of 
America.   
                                                     
1
 J. Peter Burkholder, Donald Jay Grout, and Claude V. Palisca, A History of Western Music (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 2010), 757-758. 
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The second narrative asserts t at D o  k acce ted t e  osition of Director of t e National 
 onser atory of usic of America for financial  ain. D o  k  as offered an e orbitant salary to 
serve as the Director of the Conservatory for a period of one academic year. In addition to  is 
duties as Director, D o  k  as re uired to teac  com osition courses and conduct t e sc ool’s 
orc estra. In t is narrati e D o  k is  ie ed as an indi idual moti ated by money  it  little 
regard for the creation of an American style of art music. D o  k functions in t is narrati e as if 
 e  ere an indi idual concerned solely  it   imself and  is  ersonal financial  ain. T is 
unfa orable de iction focuses on D o  k, t e financially  oor artist   o decides to acce t t e 
money and who is so self-centered he selects only a few of his children to bring with him to the 
United States.
2
 In this account he is considered to be more of an opportunist than an artist.
3
 
In t e final narrati e D o  k is seen as a strictly Euro ean com oser and  is music only 
coincidentally contains elements t at  a  en to s are c aracteristics  it  American folk music. 
T is narrati e is one  er etuated by Euro ean sc olars   o ar ue t at D o  k  ad not been in 
the United States long enough to determine which folk or indigenous styles could define an 
American sound. D o  k’s o n statements su  ort t is ar ument as  e  rotests t at  e  ad not 
been in the United States long enough to have fully engaged with the music of the American 
people.
4
 The result is an account that demonstrates a di ide bet een American and Euro ean 
sc olars as to t e source of musical c aracteristics found in t e com oser’s “American”  orks. 
Numerous indi iduals attem t to identify c aracteristics in D o  k’s com ositions t at 
                                                     
2 In t is narrati e D o  k does not a  ear to be a dedicated family man   o often made c oices to  ro ide financial 
stability for his children. This narrative suggests that by selecting only a few of his children to come to America with 
him, Dvorak demonstrated that he was not interested in spending time with the family, nor was he concerned with 
anything other than composing and gaining recognition for himself. 
3 D o  k  as a man  it  a lar e family to su  ort, so justification for this narrative could be easily constructed 
based on his need for money; however, information does not exist to substantiate why he accepted the position. 
4 Anton n D o  k, “ usic in America,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine (February 1895): 429. 
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strengthen their argument for Euro ean o ners i . Furt ermore, t ey consider D o  k a 
Bohemian composer who used Bohemian sources in his compositions.  
In  eneral, sc olars create a  icture of D o  k t at stays true to one of t e t ree 
narratives resulting in misinformation or t e formation of biases  it in D o  k sc olars i . In 
order to understand t e im act of t ese t ree de ictions on t e  erce tion of D o  k and  is 
music   ile in America, eac  narrati e  ill be discussed to  el  understand  o  it affects 
D o  k sc olars i .  Understandin  t e bias in t ese accounts  ill inform  o  t is information 
 as s a ed our understandin  of D o  k as a com oser durin  t is s ecific t ree-year period. 
                                    
By focusing on his time spent in America, information t at reinforces t e standard 
American narrati e tends to focus on Anton n D o  k’s classification as a nationalistic   ec  
composer.
5 D o  k is treated as an indi idual   o  anted to e  lore t e music of America and 
create a nationalistic sound for art music in t e United  tates. T is account is based on 
information found in American ne s a ers in   ic  D o  k  or  is   ost  riter  stated o inions 
on possible source materials that could be used to represent Americanisms in music. In an essay 
that appeared in Harper’s Magazine in      entitled “T e Real  alue of Ne ro usic,” D o  k 
identified music of Native Americans and Negro Spirituals as possible sources to create music 
that would be recognized as American. As indicated earlier, D o  k  as considered a 
nationalistic composer and used traditional elements of Bohemian or Slavic folk and dance 
melodies in his music; therefore, for him to select American traditions that could serve in a 
similar fashion, such as Negro Spirituals and Nati e American music,  as consistent  it   is 
                                                     
5
 This narrative is perpetuated by the information found in many undergraduate music appreciation and music 
history textbooks such as A History of Western Music by J. Peter Burkholder, Donald Jay Grout, and Claude Palisca 
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2010), 757-58. or The Oxford History of Western Music by Richard 
Taruskin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 755-57. Although these are simplistic narratives designed to 
disseminate information, help perpetuate this misinformation. 
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com ositional tec ni ues.  In  is   ec  com ositions,  o e er, D o  k did not  uote fully 
intact tunes. Instead he used them as inspiration for original melodies representative of authentic 
folk songs. In selectin  D o  k, Jeanette T urber  o ed t at  e  ould  el   uide American 
com osers to de elo  American art music  ne ert eless, s e may  a e  ad more influence on t e 
 erce tion of D o  k and American music t an accredited to  er in  re ious D o  k scholarship. 
 In an attem t to educate D o  k about e istin  folk music traditions in America, T urber 
introduced  im to t e music of Nati e Americans as  ell as  o ular Ne ro   irituals. 
Pro onents of t e “D o  k t e definer of American usic”  ea e a thorough narrati e t at 
su  ests after D o  k’s e  osure to t ese musical styles  e concluded t at t ese  ill be t e 
music sources t at  ro ide t e foundation for American art music. Accordin  to t is narrati e, 
D o  k  as fully under t e influence of Thurber, given she selected the cultural events and 
individuals to which he was exposed. There is some truth to this assertion as she was the person 
who introduced him to his American copyist Harry T. Burleigh (1886 – 1949).6 In order to 
promote these two American musical heritages, T urber  as ea er to  a e D o  k com ose an 
o era on  enry ads ort  Lon fello ’s     7 – 1882) poem Hiawatha. In an attem t to 
ins ire t e com oser s e decided to e  ose D o  k to Nati e American culture by takin   im to 
 uffalo  ill’s ild est   o . During the performance he witnessed reenactments of Native 
American dances, tribal warfare, and more importantly music of the plains Indians. She also 
provided him with copies of the source materials she wanted used, The Song of Hiawatha (1855) 
and Minstrel Songs Old and New (1882).
7
 From t ese sources, D o  k  as able to identify 
similarities that existed in the music of Native Americans and Negro Spirituals, which he could 
                                                     
6
 Harry T. Burleigh (1866 -1949) was an African American student from Pittsbur  , Pennsyl ania at t e National 
 onser atory of usic in America   o also ser ed as D o  k’s co yist. 
7
  Merton Robert Aborn, “T e Influence on American usical  ulture of D orak’s  ojourn in America”  P D diss. 
Indiana Univeristy, 1965), 97-100. 
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inte rate into  is “American” com ositions. D o  k’s selection of t ese sources was based on 
their shared traits of syncopated melodies, pentatonicism, drones, plagal cadences, and their 
usefulness in creating music that would be identified as American. Thus, the narrative attests that 
his Symphony No 9 in E minor, Op. 95 B. 178 and String Quartet No. 12 in F Major 
 “American”   . 7 ,  is best kno n e am les from  is American Period, ado t many of t ese 
American musical source materials within the melodies and harmonies within the works. 
8
 
 Often this narrative recounts D o  k’s e citement in selectin  and demonstratin  t e 
possible sources available to American composers for writing art music. He wrote numerous 
friends in Europe expressing that the Americans expected him to identify what would be 
considered an American sound. In a letter to r. and rs.  l  ka in Pra ue dated No ember 27, 
   2 D o  k relates, “T e Americans e  ect  reat t in s of me and t e main t in  is, so t ey 
say, to show them to the promised land [sic] and national music. If the small Czech nation can 
have such musicians, they say, why could not they, too, when their country and people is [sic] so 
immense.”9 T is statement demonstrates t at D o  k  as  onored to be considered as a 
composer who has the skills to help a country develop a national style of music. D o  k ne er 
forgot his lower class status, so it would be quite an acknowledgement for someone in his 
position to elevate his social standing as a world renowned composer. Despite a statement by the 
composer directly confirming this idea, one could ne ert eless conclude t at D o  k  as  roud 
                                                     
8
 Moreover, it is important to note that the Sonatina was completed before the aforementioned works and contains 
melodies that were used in both the Symphony No. 9 in E minor and String Quartet No. 12 and the melodies of the 
Sonatina are used within the symphony and quartet. Dvorak purposely withheld the opus 100 number because the 
number held a special meaning to him so there are issues that occur with the numbering of works during his 
American period. John Clapman, Anton n   ora   M si ian an  Craftsman,  Ne  York:  t. artin’s Press,   66 , 
209. 
9 Anton n D o  k,  nton n   o   : Letters and Reminiscences, Ed. Otakar  ourek, trans. Roberta Finlayson 
Samsour (Prague:Artia, 1954), 152. 
7 
 
to be considered a world class composer based merely on the sheer number of individuals he 
wrote to about receiving this distinction.
10
 
 Even though D o  k  as e cited  it  t is o  ortunity,  e complicated the identification 
of possible musical sources through his use of ghost writers for the essays that appeared in 
newspapers and magazines, who provided contradicting information.  His earliest essay occurs in 
May 1893 in the New York Herald with t e  eadline, “T e  o emian  om oser Em loys T eir 
T emes and  entiments in a Ne   ym  ony.” T e  eadline refers to t e effect American Indian 
and Negro Melodies had in the creation of the Ninth Symphony. According to Michael 
Beckerman, there are several problems  it  t is  eadline and article.  e belie es t e article  as 
 enned by t e journalist James  reelman, and t at it  as  reelman   o identified Ne ro 
melodies and Nati e American music   ic   as informed muc  of t e “D o  k t e Definer of 
American Music” narrati e. As a result of  reelman’s articles, D o  k  as attributed  it  
selecting American Indian and Negro melodies as potential sources an attribution that 
misinforms t e resultin  narrati e.  eckerman ar ues t at it  as not  ritten by D o  k on the 
basis of the title of the essay and its appearance in the May 21, 1893 edition of the New York 
Herald.  eckerman asserts t at t e title “T e  o emian  om oser Em loys T eir T emes and 
 entiment in a Ne   ym  ony,” demonstrates t at t e sym  ony  as complete. At the time of 
t e article’s  rintin , the symphony was not finished. Indeed, it was not completed until 
December 1893. Beckerman suggests the headline was an attempt by the author to mislead the 
                                                     
10
 Dvorak in a fragment of a letter to a friend on November 17, 1890 discusses his honorary Doctorate degree he 
recei ed from  ambrid e Uni ersity: “T e Uni ersity of  ambrid e decided to  onor me. T ey  ant to  rant me a 
doctorate honoris causa.What do you think about it? I have to go t ere and recei e t is de ree  ersonally. It’s an 
ancient ceremony. And then I have to conduct Sabat and anot er sym  ony. It is not a common  onor. Amon  
forei n artists only Joac im  as been reco ni ed. Of course, I  ill acce t it.” D o  k understoods the prestige of the 
award he was given. His acknowledgement of Joachim demonstrates he was a world class composer, and illustrates 
that he had an elevated status, recognized for his achievements as a composer. He was aware that this award from 
Cambridge and later his offer from the National Conservatory distinguished his contributions to the musical world. 
Otakar Dvorak,  nton n   o     My  ather  ed. Paul J. Polansky, translated by irosla  N mec     ill ille, IA: 
Czech Historical Research Center, Inc., 1993), 144. 
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reader into thinking the symphony had been completed. Given this knowledge, Beckerman states 
it becomes difficult to determine if the statement is a mistake by Creelman or an outright lie.
11 It 
is my inter retation t at t is  eadline does not determine t at t e sym  ony is com lete, only 
t at D o  k  lanned to use t ese musical sources in  is sym  ony. D o  k ne er  ublically 
disclosed that he was working on a symphony, nor what materials he has identified as sources to 
include in the composition at this time. 
    eckerman’s ar ument t at t e article  as not  ritten by t e D o  k is e idenced by t e 
title referencin  “t e  o emian com oser.” Indeed, in  is later years journalist Jo n  reelman of 
the New York Herald claimed to have been involved in the creation of this essay.
12
 It is also well 
known that Creelman participated in the practice of yellow journalism.
13 T is style of journalism 
 as a  ractice used by ne s a ers to create sensational titles or stories in order to sell 
ne s a ers.  ome of t e statements re ardin  t e  onor of D o  k’s a  ointment to the 
National Conservatory were in fact made by him in correspondence with family and friends, but 
many of these statements were inflated in the press to help sell newspapers. D o  k made 
statements regarding his excitement to help a country develop its o n style of art music  
 o e er  e ne er made statements re ardin  t e selection of indi enous musical sources. 
D o  k asserted it would not be suitable for him to make the selection of a musical source 
because as a foreigner it would not be appropriate to define the music of a country from which he 
 ad little kno led e.  e ackno led ed t at  e did not  a e an “intimate kno led e of 
America…” and  ad only seen a  ery small section of t e country.14 D o  k  ad not e en left 
                                                     
11
   Michael B. Beckerman, New orl s o    o      ear hing in   eri a  or the  o poser’s  nner  i e (New 
York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2003), 104. 
12
 Ibid., 102 
13
 Ibid., 102. 
14 D o  k discusses  is concerns about identifying musical sources were in t e article, “ usic in America,”   ic  
appeared in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine (February 1895). His concerns with the geographic size of the country 
and, “…. (his) impressions therefore are those of a foreigner who has not been here long enough to overcome the 
9 
 
New York City by May 21, 1893.Therefore, he had very little exposure to Native Americans. 
Problems have arisen from this narrative and further inquiry is needed because it relies on 
elements of yello  journalism. ore im ortantly t e narrati e disre ards D o  k’s  ersonal 
feelings about his understanding of the American culture. 
D o  k  as uncomfortable  it  t e amount of misinformation t at a  eared about  im 
in ne s a ers and ma a ines. D o  k often  rote to family, friends, and em loyers, suc  as Dr. 
Joseph Tragy, cautioning them about the statements attributed to him that appeared in the press.
15 
To cite but one e am le, D o  k re uested s ecifically t at Tra y not belie e   at  e read in 
the papers about his desire to stay in the United States.
16  D o  k  as terribly  omesick while in 
America and during his first year of residency often expressed that he wanted nothing more than 
to return to Prague to be with the rest of his children.
17 Unfortunately, D o  k  as unable to 
return to Bohemia for the summer as he originally intended. Instead,  e made arran ements for 
 is sister-in-la  rs. Kouteck  and  is c ildren to join t e rest of t e family for t e summer in 
Spillville, Iowa.
18 Ne ert eless, numerous articles indicated t at D o  k  o ed to immi rate to 
America. 
Accordin  to ic ael  eckerman, one article stands out as a  roduct of “yello  
journalism” because it e em lifies issues of t e misinformation surroundin  D o  k. 
Additionally, it is one of t e first articles to a  ear in  rint in   ic  “D o  k” identifies folk 
                                                                                                                                                                           
feelin  of stran eness and be ildered astonis ment   ic  must fill all Euro ean  isitors u on t eir first arri al.” 
Through his own admission, he has not assimilated into the American culture, and therefore is unable to understand 
what would define the American people. 
15 Dr. Jose   Tra y      -       as an indi idual   ose o inion D o  k solicited often. Tra y  as t e Director of 
the Prague Conservatoire, and he a lawyer. Tragy was the individual who oversaw the merger between the Prague 
Or an  c ool and t e Pra ue  onser atoire, so it  ould seem natural for D o  k to ask  im for ad ice before 
si nin  T urber’s contract to acce t t e  osition of Director for t e National  onser atory of usic. Otakar 
Dvorak,  nton n   o     My  ather, 145. 
16Otakar  D o  k,  nton n   o     My  ather, 156-8. 
17
 Anton n Dvorak, letter to Dr. Ko  nek in  nton n   o   , 157. 
18
 Ibid. 
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music sources for t e creation of an American art music.   eckerman asserts t at t e article 
“Real  alue of Ne ro elodies”  as undoubtedly  ritten by  reelman based on fi e references 
in t e article t at can be linked directly to  im rat er t an D o  k. T e first statement in t e 
article t at su  orts  eckerman’s claim is as follo s:  
Americans vaunt their hospitals, and yet I have seen the most extensive and most 
perfectly equipped bacteriological institute in the world maintained by a few Russians 
without a word of boasting.
19
 
 
As indicated by  eckerman, D o  k tra elled to Russia in     , but t e  robability of  is 
visiting a bacteriological institute, let alone a hospital, is unlikely. Moreover, Beckerman 
determined that Creelman had visited Russia and specifically spent time in Russian hospitals. 
The appearance of this statement calls attention to the problematic nature of D o  k ’s  ritin s 
of the period. 
The second concern Beckerman raises with the article comes from the following passage: 
Rubinstein told me that Wagner was a poor musician because he lacked the power of 
musical in ention….[!]20 
 
Accordin  to  eckerman it is unclear if D o  k actually  ad a con ersation  it  Rubinstein  
however, it is known that Creelman interviewed Rubinstein. Furt ermore, D o  k admired 
 a ner and  as  art of a ner’s orc estra for a February  ,   6   erformance dedicated solely 
to t e  orks of t e  erman com oser. At t e time D o  k ackno led ed t at  e  ad been 
hesitant to build a relationship with Wagner as he recognized that the composer held a higher 
status musically than he did.
21 Aside from  is res ect of a ner’s music, it is unlikely  e  ould 
 a e re eated t e comment by Rubinstein for t o reasons. First, D o  k admired a ner, 
noting about the 1 6   erformance, “at t at time I  ad not t e coura e to introduce myself to 
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him because Wagner was then already at the zenith of his glory and of me the world knew very 
little as of yet.”22 D o  k understood  e  as of a lo er rank t an t e com oser, and t erefore 
 ould not  a e critici ed t e elder com oser out of res ect.  is close relations i   it   ra ms 
 as built on t is  aradi m as  ell. D o  k  as al ays  esitant to correct  ra ms and often took 
t e blame for t e older man’s mistakes as not to embarrass the senior composer.23  econdly, 
D o  k  ad fallen out of fa or  it   is  ublis er, Frit   imrock, and it  as only recently t at t e 
t o men  ad reestablis ed t eir relations i . it  t eir association in suc  a tenuous state, it is 
unlikely D o  k would have repeated a quote that would label Wagner as an inadequate 
musician, as that statement might have offended Simrock and once again destroyed their 
relationship.  
 Beckerman identifies a third statement that stands out due to the bold claims it makes 
re ardin  D o  k’s tra els: 
Many of the negro melodies – most of them, I believe – are the creation of negroes born 
and reared in America. That is the peculiar aspect of the problem. The negro [sic] does 
not produce music of that kind elsewhere. I have heard black singers in Hayti [sic] for 
hours at the bamboula dances, and, as a rule, their songs are not unlike the monotonous 
and crude chantings of the Sioux tribes.
24
  
 
 eckerman’s issue  it  t is statement is t at D o  k  ad not tra eled to  aiti or Ne  Orleans 
  ere  e could  a e seen t e bamboula dance  erformed. Additionally, in ay of      D o  k 
had not yet journeyed to Iowa where he would eventually encounter members of the Sioux tribes 
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performing chants.
25
 Creelman, however, had visited Haiti and it was there he likely saw the 
bamboula dance.  Creelman was also familiar with the music of the well-known composer Louis 
Gottshalk,   o’s Bamboula, Op. 2 was written from 1844 to1845 and based on Creole 
melodies.
26
  
Beckerman believes the article contains other elements that suggest Creelman to be the 
real author, with the inclusion of the following quote from Francis Bacon:  
Who taught the raven in a drought to throw pebbles into a hollow tree so that the water  
might rise so that she might come to it?  o tau  t t e bee to sail….27 
 
Although D o  k could  a e included t e follo in   uote in  is article, it once a ain a  ears to 
be unlikely. As indicated by Beckerman, Creelman quoted Bacon in his memoirs and referred to 
 im as, “t e  reatest   iloso  er since Plato.”28 Given that Creelman  as a s ecial admirer of 
 acon,  eckerman  ro oses t at  reelman  eld  acon in  i   esteem and  as familiar  it   is 
  iloso  ical t ou  t. T ere is no indication  rior to t is statement t at D o  k  as familiar 
with Bacon or his writings. Therefore, Beckerman concludes that the inclusion of the quote 
points to Creelman as the author. 
 Aside from the brief quote from Bacon, another statement appears in the article to further 
su  ort  eckerman’s  y ot esis. T e last passage in the article is strikingly similar to one which 
appears in an earlier article written by Creelman. The two quotes appear below so the parallels 
which exist between the two statements can be compared: 
 “T e  o emian  om oser Em loys T eir T emes and  entiment in a Ne   ym  ony” 
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Take those simple themes and weave them into splendid and harmonious forms. Glorify 
them: give them breadth. So the Dutch painter talks to his pupils. Do not try to imagine 
the angel in heaven, but try to paint that the wrinkled peasant woman at your side, that 
the angel in her may be seen by ordinary eyes.
29
 
 
 
Pall Mall Budget 
 
It is better to go to the common people for themes, for only that can survive which 
expresses their natures, he modern painter who expresses the idea of prayer by a haloed 
woman with folded hands and kneeling attitudes, falls far below him who paints a grey-
haired woman about to eat a crust of bread raising her reverent, thankful eyes towards 
heaven.
30
 
 
The similarities that exist between the two statements cannot be dismissed. The comparison of 
the haloed woman with eyes raised towards heaven not only establishes use of similar ideas that 
occur in each quote, but also the use of comparable language. Through  eckerman’s in-depth 
examination of the articles,  e makes e ident t e essays attributed to D o  k  ere most likely 
not  ritten by D o  k, but instead  ritten by journalist James  reelman. Additionally, t e Pall 
Mall Budget essay  as si ned by  reelman, furt er su  ortin   eckerman’s assertions t at 
D o  k did not  rite t e essay t at a  eared in t e New York Herald.31  T is information 
becomes si nificant in D o  k sc olars i  because many America sc olars use to su  ort t eir 
ar ument t at D o  k’s American  orks  ere firmly based in American music sources.  
  oreo er, D o  k s commentary on articles suc  as t ese re eals a different o inion as 
to t e source of influence  it in t e selection of source music. In  is      article “ usic in 
America” D o  k refutes muc  of t e information attributed to him in earlier essays, such as 
”T e Real  alue of Ne ro elodies.”  e s ecifically denies t e earlier statements of  is 
selection of possible musical influences. Instead, he states he only demonstrated one of many 
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potential ways in which American composers could create a nationalistic sound for America.
32
 
D o  k re eatedly states in t e essay t at t e melodies included in  is music are  o emian and 
that he brought them with him to the United States. He was concerned about the accuracy of 
ideas presented as his own and how widespread acceptance of these ideas led to their treatment 
as fact.
33
  
T e im act of  yello ” journalism on t is narrati e makes it is difficult to differentiate 
fact from fiction surroundin  D o  k, and as a result t e information su  lied in t is narrati e 
must be questioned. The “D o  k t e Definer of American usic” narrati e becomes 
 uestionable due to t e  resentation of multi le dates for com ositions as  ell as contradictory 
statements made by t e com oser identifyin   otential sources. D o  k stated t at t e ins iration 
for the Ninth Symphony was a melody that he wrote on his shirt cuff at Minnehaha Falls in 
September 1893, yet the Creelman account has the symphony was completed in May of 1893.
34
 
If the symphony was completed in May as Creelman suggests, there is no possible way the 
influence for the Ninth Symphony could have come from Native American sources. 
Additionally, the Sonatina Op. 100 shares the melody with the Ninth Symphony attributed to 
 inne a a Falls. If  reelman’s dates are correct, t ere could be absolutely no influence of 
Nati e American music on t ese t o  orks.  en one considers t e amount of misinformation 
t at e ists in t e  reelman article alone it becomes  uestionable as to  o  D o  k’s sense of 
American nationalism was built on the influence of Native American music if D o  k  ad not 
yet been e  osed to it.   en constructin  an American narrati e of D o  k, careful 
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consideration must be  i en to t e source materials suc  as essays to consider if t e sources 
 uoted are actually attributed to D o  k as the composer overtly denied the influence of some 
specifically American sources. 
                         
 T e second narrati e su  ests D o  k came to t e United  tates only for t e financial 
gains through his employment with the National Conservatory of Music in America.
35 T is 
account demonstrates a darker side of D o  k and illustrates a clear misunderstandin  for  is 
reasons for acce tin  t e  osition. D o  k recei ed an e orbitant salary of    ,    in      for 
his position as Director at t e  onser atory   o e er, D o  k did not only consider finances 
when accepting academic positions as this narrative would have us believe.
36 D o  k  ad refused 
work for which he did not feel well suited or that did not allow him adequate time to compose, 
such as the initial offer of an appointment from the Prague Conservatoire in 1889.  
In January      D o  k recei ed an offer to teac  com osition at t e Pra ue 
Conservatoire, but he refused the appointment because it conflicted with a number of personal 
en a ements already sc eduled at t at time. oreo er, D o  k e  ressed concerns t at  is 
e tensi e tra el sc edule  ould interfere  it  t e courses  e  ould be teac in .  ome critics 
 a e su  ested t at D o  k declined t ese offers because  e  as ill-suited to perform the duties 
requested of him.
37 D o  k e  lained  is a  re ensions in acce tin  t e  osition   en  e  rote 
to Dr. Tragy, Director of the Prague Conservatoire, to decline the offer:  
Permit me to inform you that after carefully weighing all considerations, I am unable to 
decide to accept this high post at the Prague Conservatoire, and certainly not least 
because I am afraid that I should not be able to fulfil all my duties as I should like to, and 
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then, being so overburdened with my work and extensive journeys abroad, I am afraid 
that it mish [sic] cause only trouble both to the Conservatoire and myself.  
 Thanking you, dear Sir, for your kind offer. 
   
Dr. Tragy had offered the position to D o  k in res onse to t e mer er of t e Pra ue Or an 
 c ool  it  t e Pra ue  onser atoire for t e academic year of     -    . Tra y,  o e er, did 
not offer D o  k a  osition to teac  or an at t e sc ool   e  o ed D o  k  ould acce t t e 
position as t e sc ool’s com osition teac er instead.38 At t e time D o  k  as just be innin  to 
achieve international recognition through performances in England and Russia, and requests for 
 ersonal a  earances  ere recei ed often. As a result of t ese re uests D o  k recei ed minimal 
stipends to cover the cost of his travel and incidentals.
39 If  e only considered  is finances, it 
 ould not be lo ical to turn do n a  osition  it  a re ular salary. Instead D o  k selected t e 
less lucrative path and chose the less secure, but flexible, o tion in order to focus on  is 
com osin  and to  i e  imself t e freedom to continue to book  ersonal a  earances. For 
D o  k, suc  acti ities were important so that he would be able to meet and spend time with 
acclaimed composers and conductors, such as Chaikovsky and Richter.  
D o  k  ould not likely turn down a position with a regular salary at the Prague 
Conservatoire in favor of sporadic personal appearances if he were only concerned  it   is 
finances. Additionally, D o  k admitted in  is letter to Dr. Tra y t at t e  osition  ad a le el of 
 resti e associated  it  it t at  ould  a e en anced  is financial security. oreo er, it is 
counterintuiti e to t e narrati e for D o  k to refuse a  osition t at  ould  a e  ro ided a 
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 uaranteed salary and a certain le el of  resti e. D o  k  ould  a e been  onored to for an 
appointment to the Prague Conservatoire. He came from a lowly background and such an honor 
would have signaled for him his acceptance into the upper classes of  o emian society. If t is 
account accurately de icts D o  k’s moti ations for acce tin  t e Director  osition at t e Nation 
Conservatory of Music in New York as based on finances, it seems that he would have accepted 
the position at the Prague Conservatoire as well. 
  y No ember      D o  k  ad acce ted a  ermanent  osition at t e Pra ue 
 onser atoire as Instructor of com osition and arran in . In a letter to  is friend A.   bl,  e 
outlined his teaching duties, which included composition and instrumentation for a period of 7 to 
8 months per year; however, there is no reference to the salary he received for the contracted 
position.
40 In      Jeanette T urber be an  er initial discussions  it  D o  k in an attem t to 
acquire him as an Instructor for the National  onser atory. T eir corres ondence re eals t at 
D o  k’s salary at t e  onser atoire  as   ,2    ulden a year.41 Otakar  ourak e  lains t at 
D o  k  as e  ected to assume  is role as Instructor by January  ,      at t e Pra ue 
Conservatoire and teac  for a  eriod of 7 to   mont s  er year for  is financial com ensation. 
D o  k’s acce tance of t is  osition recei ed attention from Prince Ferdinand Lobko it , 
President for t e Ad ancement of usic in  o emia,   o contacted D o  k to con ratulate him 
on his appointment.
42 D o  k  as  roud of  is  o emian  erita e and  ie ed t is as a 
prestigious appointment, however the acceptance of such an appointment would hinder his 
ability to compose and tour Europe which he enjoyed.  
 Otakar D o  k recounted an e c an e bet een  is fat er Anton n and  is mot er Anna 
t at contradicts D o  k’s  uest for financial security in t is narrati e. Accordin  to Otakar, 
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Anton n  as consumed  it  com osin  music and t at it  as, in fact, his mother who had a 
head for business and mana ed t e financial affairs of t e family. As suc , it  as actually Anna 
  o ur ed Anton n to acce t t e  osition at t e National  onser atory of usic in Ne  York.  
Otakar recalled t e e ents surroundin   is fat er’s acce tance of t e  osition, notin  t at t e 
decision  as made   ile t e family  as eatin  lunc  one day. T e final draft of t e contract 
arri ed at t e family  ome, and it s arked a debate about   et er or not Anton n s ould acce t 
the position and move the family to Ne  York. E entually, t e family decided to  ut t e matter 
to a  ote. It  as a close  ote, and t e matter  as decided by a sin le  ote t at t e family mo e to 
Ne  York so Anton n could assume t e  osition as t e Director of t e National  onser atory of 
Music of America, muc  to  is  ife’s deli  t. Ne ert eless, D o  k  as still unsure about 
  et er  e s ould acce t t e  osition. Accordin  to Otakar,  is mot er fetc ed t e contract from 
t e study and forced Anton n to si n it immediately. Anton n “declared that it was not definite as 
lon  as t e contract  as in t e  ome.”43 it out Anton n’s kno led e Anna immediately took 
the contract to the local post office and mailed it before her husband could change his mind.
44
 
There was no doubt that it was Anna and not D o  k   o  as concerned  it  t e family’s 
financial affairs. With six children to care for financial security was at the forefront of her 
mind.
45
  
 What is important about this anecdote is it illustrates that D o  k  as cautious   en 
considering lea in  t e Pra ue  onser atoire for t is  osition in America. For someone   o  as 
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concerned only  it  t e financial as ects as im lied by t is narrati e, it is unlikely  e  ould 
e  ibit any  esitation in acce tin  t is  osition. Yet, D o  k contacted Dr. Tra y and numerous 
friends to  a e t em  ei   in on t e matter of acce tin  t e  osition. E en  it  t e endorsement 
of  is family, D o  k still e  ibited a cautious attitude to ard lea in   o emia and  is family. 
Ne ert eless, if D o  k were only motivated by money as this narrative implies, he would do 
whatever Tragy requested in order to avoid dismissal from the Conservatoire, including refusing 
a lucrative offer from an American university.  
D o  k  as conscientious in fulfillin  t e re uests of  is em loyers   o e er t ere  ere 
t o re uests from T urber  it    ic  D o  k  as unable to com ly. T e first re uest  as for a 
cantata or a “Te Deum” for t e  olumbus Day celebration in No ember    2, durin    ic  
D o  k’s com ositions  ere  erformed in order to introduce him to American audiences.46 U on 
acce tin  t e  osition  it  t e National  onser atory D o  k recei ed a letter from  is En lis  
publisher Henry Littleton on behalf of the Conservatory stating: 
  ill you  lease  rite to Dr. D o  k and propose to him that he should 
 write for the occasion a cantata (not to take longer than thirty minutes) for soli,   
 chorus and orchestra. Mrs. Thurber is trying to get suitable words for the occasion  
 written by some good American poet and will send them to you as soon as   
 possible. Should Mrs. Thurber not succeed in getting suitable words in time, the   
  ro osition is t at Dr. D o  k c oose some Latin  ymn suc  as Te Deum    
 Laudamus or Jubilate Deo or any other which would be suitable for the    
 occasion.
47
 
 
D o  k immediately began working on the Te Deum and completed the composition before he 
left for America to com ly  it  T urber’s re uest.  T e second com osition, a cantata titled The 
American Flag, was not complete before he set sail for America, nor was it finished in time for 
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the Columbus Day Celebration as Thurber requested. Thurber had selected a poem written by 
Joseph Rodman Drake entitled, The American Flag, but the text arrived only si   eeks before 
D o  k  as to arri e in Ne  York. T e com oser made a rou   sketc  of t e  ork before 
leaving for America, but he was unable to finalize the composition before arriving in New York 
for the concert to honor Columbus and his arrival.
48
 The  ork  as not  remiered until      after 
D o  k returned to  o emia.  oincidentally, “T e American Fla ”  ould be t e only 
com osition  i en to an American  ublis in  com any, and it  as not  erformed in America 
until D o  k returned to  o emia. Although Thurber had delayed sending the poem to D o  k it 
did arrive prior to his departure and if he was concerned with financial security the composition 
would have been completed before he arrived in America.  
 D o  k also failed to com lete a second re uest by Thurber in which she asked him to 
com ose an o era based on Lon fello ’s  oem Hiawatha. In order to ins ire D o  k, T urber 
gave him a copy of the poem shortly after he arrived in New York in 1892.
49 D o  k sketc ed 
several melodies and thought about create a cantata based on the poem according to his 
interpreter James Huneker.
50 In consideration of a cantata, D o  k deviated from the request of 
an opera by Thurber, an act that would place the renewal of his contract in jeopardy. If he were 
motivated by money, it  ould be unlikely  e  ould  iolate t e re uest of  is em loyer.  T e 
information su  lied by T urber states t e  ork s ould be concei ed as an o era, yet D o  k 
stated he only wanted to compose a simple cantata based on the poem by Longfellow. What is 
known of the debate is provided in a statement from Anton Seidl, the conductor for the premiere 
of D o  k’s Nint   ym  ony.  eidl states,   
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  en I consulted D o  k about t e matter,  e told me  e  ould like to  a e a book 
[libretto] based on Lon fello ’s  oem. I  orked at t is for a lon  time but…I became 
con inced t at t e subject  as far too bi  for a cantata  t at it contained all t e elements 
of music drama. I told t is to D o  k, but  e s ook  is  ead and said somet in  about it 
being too much trouble. He preferred a simple cantata, and asked if I could recommend 
someone else to do the job but, though I mentioned the names of one or two men in the 
matter never got any further.
51
 
 
In order to produce an appropriate libretto for the opera, Thurber created a committee to approve 
the content of the subject matter. By itself, such would appear to be an odd course of action; 
however, considering the controversy that surrounded Native Americans as a result of the Battle 
of Wounded Knee in 1890, she likely wanted to ensure the success of a work based on Native 
American themes. The massacre by the American Calvary at Wounded Knee was the direct 
result of military action taken against the Sioux Nation in an attempted to disarm them. The 
conflict left the country polarized about and prejudiced against Native Americans. Many 
individuals rejected anything to do with their culture. Thurber must have been aware of this 
pervasive attitude, therefore, elected to form a committee to approve of the subject matter. 
Additionally,   en D o  k’s first articles a  eared in t e media,  e recei ed backlas  from 
individuals, specifically in the Boston area who rejected the influence of Native Americans and 
Negro Spirituals as too primitive to create the basis of American art music. Even though there 
appears to be confusion surrounding the nature of the work Hiawatha, it is clear t at D o  k did 
not com ly  it  T urber’s  is es. If  e were, in fact, focused solely on the money, it would 
seem unlikely that he would risk possible non-renewal due to a claim of breach of contract. 
 T e “financial  ain” narrati e is one in   ic  D o  k is  ortrayed as an indi idual   ose 
only concern was money. Given a situation in which someone accepts a position seen as 
improving  is family’s  uality of life, the application of t is narrati e is easily understood. In 
lookin  at only a fe  of t e instances in   ic  D o  k eit er refused a  osition or did not 
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comply with his employers wishes, however, one could infer that he was not com letely 
consumed by t e idea of makin  money. T urber did im ose terms  it in D o  k’s contract t at 
he would have to meet or be considered in breach of contract and risk non-payment. Much of this 
narrative appears to be built on circumstantial evidence or  ersonal o inions. T us it is difficult 
to construct an ar ument t at D o  k’s sole moti ation to come to America  as based on 
financial gain.  
                             
 The final narrative is one that is not as well-known as the first two and is one in   ic  
D o  k is  ie ed as  o emian and em loys only Euro ean com ositional tec ni ues.52  
Often this narrative is created by European scholars, such as Karel Hoffmeister,   o  ie  
D o  k’s music as unc an in  durin    at is considered to be  is “American Period”     2 – 
1895). Regardless of the inclusion of American themes in the music, individuals dismiss the 
influences and argue that his music is still Slavic and moreover, t at D o  k com osed  orks 
that are consistent with his understanding of European traditions. To support this viewpoint, his 
music is discussed in an argument that presents Americans as waiting for someone to show them 
how to create art music, illustrated in a passage by Karl Hoffmeister, 
The Americans did not recognize him as the English had done, merely as a great 
satisfactory composer of oratorios and symphonies equal to the demands of English taste. 
Americans saw him as something higher. Musically sterile, she had waited until this 
Czech gave her something of a national art, just as the German Handel had endowed 
unmusical England. Therefore his works were received so enthusiastically there 
es ecially t ose   ic   ere s ot t rou    it   American’ r yt ms.53 
 
Though  offmeister references “American” r yt ms in t e abo e quote, it is important to note 
that D o  k sa  t ese r yt ms as similar to t ose found in  cottis , Iris , and  la ic musical 
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traditions. These rhythms were not, in fact, specific to American music. Moreover, the inclusion 
of these rhythms offered a combination of musical styles to be inclusive of the diverse 
population of America.
54  omments like t e one abo e often demonstrate t at Euro eans  ere 
still un illin  to reco ni e t at Americans  ad a tradition of music before D o  k arri ed in 
New York. The American music tradition may not have been perceived as sophisticated as 
European art music because the compositional output of American composers was often viewed 
as inferior or secondary to other concerns.
55
 For e am le,  ottsc alk’s  orks  ere often  ie ed 
as inconsequential to his skills as a pianist. Furthermore, Gottschalk utilized creole melodies 
within his compositions, which were viewed as popular music by Europeans instead of art 
music.
56
 Most likely  ottsc alk’s nationalism would result in Europeans viewing this style of 
music as a novelty instead of a thoughtful musical work which demonstrated the nationalistic 
qualities similar to those in Europe. 
 America was still in its cultural infancy and was only beginning to create a music 
tradition due to its transformation from an agrarian society to one of an industrial society after 
the Civil War. With a change in the amount of free time and disposable income created by the 
industrial revolution, individuals were able to enjoy their economic prosperity by attending 
concerts and performances of imported music and other art forms from across Europe. An 
increased interest of Americans to attend cultural events led to the founding of orchestras and 
opera companies, such as the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1881 and the American Opera 
Company in 1886. These institutions succeeded in exposing a large number of Americans to 
European art music. In the minds of some Americans, this exposure to art music demonstrated a 
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divide in the styles of music between American traditions and European styles. Euro eans 
 ie ed t is lack of an American music tradition and dismissed t e influence of American music 
on D o  k’s com ositions.  
Ar uably D o  k’s most famous  ork, his Symphony No. 9 in E minor (From the New 
World) was described by Europeans scholars suc  as Otakar  ourek as containin  some elements 
of American folk music; but they assert that it largely retains its structure and formation as a 
Bohemian composition.
57  ourek described t e com oser’s  orks durin  t is time as music  it  
American elements, but largely conceived through European influences.
58  ourek su  orts t is 
claim with evidence from the Violoncello Concerto in B minor, op. 104 (1894 –     statin  “ ut 
it falls in this period chiefly because of the time and place of composition, for in content and to 
some extent in expression it touches on American only in so far as it seems to speak of loosing 
[sic] t e ties  it  t at country.”59 Even though it is true there is less influence of American 
sources in the work, it also demonstrates that the connections of D o  k to  is  omeland cannot 
be separated by European scholars. To further support this idea, Karl Hoffmeister states, 
D o  k’s fift   ym  ony, in E minor  o .   , is called “From t e Ne  orld.” A series 
of motives used as the basis of the work are connected with America. This thematic 
material, like that of American Quartet and Quintet, has been derived or imitated from 
Negro and Indian sources: The characteristic rhythms of these tunes, and some of their 
melodic peculiarities, are stamped upon the entire work. But it is certain that, in spite of 
t is, t e com oser’s connection  it   is nati e land is far more intimate  ere t an in 
either of the chamber-music works in which he was entirely preoccupied with his 
American impressions; how close t e tie is becomes e ident as t e note of t e “Ne  
 orld” intermin les more and more  it  reminiscences of  ome.60 
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A ty ical e am le of t e issues discussed in D o  k sc olars i  often e amines Euro ean  ersus 
American characteristics in the music of his American Period. The music exhibits characteristics 
of American folk music, but this fact is often dismissed in favor of his European influences, and 
rejects the notion that Americanisms could provide possible influences on the conception of 
these works.  
 The narrative is supported through statements made by the composer who reinforces the 
aforementioned opinions when he acknowledged that he was a foreigner and not fully aware of 
American culture. In an essay in the February 1895 issue of Harper’s New Monthly Magazine 
D o  k stated: 
It is a difficult task at best for a foreigner to give a correct verdict of the affairs of another 
country. With the United States of America this is more than usually difficult, because 
they cover such a vast area of land that it would take many years to become properly 
acquainted with the various localities, separated by great distances, that would have to be 
considered when rendering a judgment concerning them all.
61
 
 
This statement from the composer reveals that he recognized himself as an outsider and that he 
lacked exposure to American culture. There were many challenges to overcome when selecting 
musical sources, and D o  k  as a are t at  e  ad not seen enou   of t e county to render an 
educated o inion on t e matter. Additionally, after t ree years in t e country, D o  k still 
considered  imself as an “ot er” and not  art of t e musical culture.  
Although D o  k’s ot erness is im ortant to reco ni e in t e  re ious comment, D o  k 
perpetuates the European attitude by labeling himself as an outsider and unable to render a 
judgment by defining a source of influence in a short period of time. He states,  
Because the population of the United States is composed of many different races, in 
which the Teutonic [German] element predominates, and because, owing to the improved 
method of transmission of the present day, the music of the entire world is quickly 
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absorbed in this country, they argue that nothing specially original or national can come 
forth.
62
  
 
A pervasive attitude by Europeans that the United States would never produce a style of art 
music that individuals would recognize as American links D o  k’s claims from      to modern 
scholarship which reflects this opinion. 
Combining the Narratives  
 Applying three separate and distinct narratives to the music of Dvorak's American period 
results in an incomplete picture of the composer's output from this short period of time. 
In order to understand his music, one should combine elements of each narrative and carefully 
consider how their bias will inform others. Each of the three narratives contains information that 
is vital to creating a coherent and all-encompassing description of D o  k’s musical out ut and 
his attempt to create an American style of art music.  
 D o  k is  o emian. An ackno led ement of t is information e ists in eac  narrati e, 
but the application of this idea is often incomplete. He was educated at the Prague Organ School 
and performed in many Bohemian orchestras; his compositions employ the use of rhythms, 
melodies, modes, and harmonies reflective of his Bohemian heritage. Scholars recognize that he 
is Bohemian in their examination of his work in his American period; however they often 
overlook Bohemian influences on this new American sound.  His Slavic years encompass his 
music composed between 1876 and 1880.
63
  The music of his Slavic Period utilizes dumkas and 
other folk idioms from Bohemia. D o  k did not incor orate traditional dumkas in  is 
compositions; instead he created melodies or as he described them dumkas to produce 
impressions of a traditional folk song. The result is a body of melodies created by exoticism 
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instead of utilizing authentic folk sources. The lack of authentic sources lea es sc olars debatin  
on t e influences D o  k selected   en  e creatin   is America com ositions. T e tec ni ue 
used in his Slavic years to create new melodies built on characteristics of the authentic traditions 
demonstrates  arallels bet een t e com ositional tec ni ues  e used to deri e “Americanisms” 
in his American Period. 
The composer retained his compositional style regardless of his geographic location or 
the source of materials used for his melodies. His ability to create music that includes 
expressions of melancholy and frequent tempo changes were present in the music during his 
Slavic period as well as his American period. An excellent example of this style of composition 
is found in his Symphony No. 6 in D minor (1880).
64 Durin  t is time  eriod D o  k hoped to 
create music which would unite the people of Bohemia and contribute to ending the political 
unrest that had a hold on his country. By composing a new folk song to serve as the basis of  is 
 i t   ym  ony D o  k  as able to  el  create a ne   la ic styli ed folk melody t at could not 
be ali ned  it  eit er  arty’s  olitical as irations, but   ic   as easily identified as  o emia in 
character. 
 Alt ou   D o  k  as not fully a are of the issues of inequality, education, and political 
differences in America in 1893, he was able to recognize that the music requested by Thurber 
needed to function in a similar manner as his had in 1880 in Bohemia. In order to accomplish 
music that could unify t e American  eo le musically, D o  k used similar com ositional 
techniques and created dumkas for his American period. Scholars do not debate the existence of 
dumkas in  is American music, yet it is not considered as D o  k’s  o emian  erita e 
manifesting in the music. Explanations of the a  earance of dumkas are often attributed to  is 
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com ositional style and do not ackno led e t at it is a  o emia folk music tradition. D o  k’s 
heritage is often overlooked in this argument, but it is an idea t at s ould be considered   en 
e aminin  t e music of D o  k.  e did not sim ly mo e to America for a three-year period, 
change his compositional techniques to be reflective of an America style, and then return to 
Bohemia and resume his earlier style. Instead, he changed American music by introducing his 
Bohemian constructs to help accomplish the goals requested of him by Jeanette Thurber. 
 T e music durin  t is t ree year  eriod demonstrates t at D o  k used American 
sources, but perhaps not to the extent many American sc olars  ould lead us to belie e. T e 
central  roblematic issue  it  t ese t ree distinct narrati es is D o  k.  is com ositional 
technique is one in which he creates illusions through exoticism; therefore scholars are unable to 
firmly identify t e source material. T e o ners i  of t e source materials remains in  uestion 
and t us an incom lete understandin  of  is  ork is disseminated as factual. In order to resol e 
t e issues of influence on D o  k’s music, one must understand t at  e is unlikely to abru tly 
c an e  is com ositional tec ni ues any more t an  e  ill cease bein   o emian. D o  k  as 
under contractual obligations that made it necessary for him to adhere to the requests of Thurber, 
but these requests would not ultimately result in a loss of identity as a Bohemian composer.  
Any attem t to create a co erent narrati e by differentiatin  fact from fiction  it  t e 
 ur ose of  roducin  a co erent narrati e t at encom asses t e com ositional out ut of D o  k 
in America is difficult. To a  ly a sin le narrati e to D o  k’s music  roduced durin  t e 
America  eriod limits our ability to fully understand t e com oser’s music. T erefore, an 
examination of his largely ignored work Sonatina in G Major, op. 100, B. 183 reveals Dvo  k’s 
eclecticism in miniature, as it distills t ese multi le influences  resent also in  is lar er 
com ositions and a combination of all t ree narrati es. T rou   an analysis of t e  onatina, I 
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 ill demonstrate t at D o  k’s so called “American”  eriod was eclectic. In part, this 
eclecticism arose t rou   T urber’s associations  it  t e Abolitionist and Pro ressi e 
mo ements and  er desire to create an “American” style usin  inaut entic sources of 
marginalized cultures within the American society. Dvo  k’s ability to masterfully assimilate 
melodies allowed both European and American audiences to identify representative nationalist 
compositional ideas within the music, which created the controversy surrounding his American 
period. A brief look at Thurber’s influence on D o  k and an e amination of  er and  er 
associations to key fi ures in t e Pro ressi e and Indianist mo ements  ill s ed li  t on 
D o  k’s selection and inclusion of Nati e and American musical cultures as  art of t e 
conception of the Sonatina. 
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CHAPTER II 
D O  K AND T E IN PIRATION FOR TRULY NATIONAL U I  
    
 D o  k sc olars i  often e  lores t e com oser’s tendency to include music of Nati e 
and African Americans in those works written while serving as the Director of the National 
Conservatory of Music of America. Scholars have studied these compositions to identify the 
inclusion of t ese indi enous sources,  it out considerin   ossible moti ations for D o  k’s 
selection of these two groups. As a result, the potential reasons for his selection of these 
marginalized cultures as representative of the American people have been neglected by most and 
sorely misinformed by ot ers. In   a ter I, “T e Definer of American usic,” t e discourse of 
“Americanisms” in  is  orks  as  resented   o e er, t e reason   y D o  k chose these 
minority groups as representative of the entire American music culture has yet to be explored. 
His selection of the music of these marginalized peoples is peculiar because the population of 
America consisted largely of people from a European  erita e. oreo er, as illustrated in 
  a ter I, t e earliest accounts of “Americanisms” in D o  k’s music  ere informed t rou   
controversial sources, which are now acknowledged as largely propagandistic. Consequently, the 
politicization of these early sources  as led to a broad misunderstandin  of t e com oser’s 
intentions. The disagreement between stated influences in the music made by yellow journalists 
in publications in May 1893 and statements by the composer has altered our understanding of the 
musical ideas in his American works. Additionally, an examination of Thurber and her 
connection to the Indianist movement and Progressive agenda reveals the selection of musical 
sources may have been a result of her political aspirations. 
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Jeanette Thurber and Thomas Wentworth Higginson 
 Thurber and Thomas Wentworth Higginson are two individuals who must be examined in 
t e conte t of t e source materials identified in D o  k’s American com ositions. As a result of 
their accessibility to the composer, they provided him with information on indigenous musics of 
America. Both Thurber, the President of the National Conservatory of Music of America, and 
Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson, an abolitionist, activist, and author, may have influenced 
t e com oser’s selection of musical source materials.65 Through their political ideologies both 
individuals selected sources that illustrate their participation and connections to multiple 
reformist mo ements. It is,  o e er, bot  indi iduals’ contributions to t e Pro ressi e and 
Indianist mo ements t at  i  li  t a link to t e sources identified by D o  k.66 The inclusion of 
these musical sources in the music of mainstream American culture altered the negative 
connotations associated with these marginalized cultures.  Indeed, the insertion of their music 
within the American art music traditions demonstrated equality between the races and elevated 
the status of these oppressed individuals within society.  
T urber  as res onsible for  irin  D o  k, and she introduced him to Higginson. It is 
important to note that scholars often confuse Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson with his 
cousin Lieutenant Colonel Henry Lee Higginson, the founder of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra. This misidentification of Henry Higginson has resulted in his inclusion as an active 
participant in the D o  k American narrati e for si nificant e ents, suc  as t e  olumbus Day 
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Concert in 1892. The concert was arranged to introduce the composer to the America public. 
Nevertheless, it was not Henry, but his cousin Thomas Wentworth Higginson who served as t e 
 aster of  eremonies for t e e ent t at announced D o  k’s arri al to t e “Ne  orld.”67 The 
t o  i  inson’s ser e different roles in t e creation of art music in America  t erefore it is 
important to understand who actively participated in these events. T rou   D o  k’s interactions 
with Thurber and Thomas Higginson, his perceptions on America music reveal his rationale for 
selecting Native and African American musical sources. Additionally, these relationships 
demonstrate the expectation of the social s  ere in   ic  D o  k, as t e Director of t e National 
 onser atory of usic of America,  as to interact. oreo er, it  ill conte tuali e and inform 
t e influences t at social s  ere  ad on D o  k. T e si nificance of t ese interactions  ill 
exemplify T urber’s moti ations for  er selection of a  o ular, internationally reco ni ed 
composer to further the acceptance of her political and cultural ideologies.  
 Jeanette Thurber was a visionary in her time, and she was an individual who hoped the 
United States would be able to establish a musical tradition within the arts similar to the one that 
existed in Europe. Her desire was to establish a conservatory in America that was recognized 
internationally and considered equal to European conservatories. As the daughter of Henry 
Meyer of Demark, an amateur violinist, and Annamarie Coffin Price, a New England socialite, 
she was provided financial resources that allowed the young girl to pursue her education 
anywhere she chose. She was only a teenager when her interest in music led to  er  arents’ 
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decision to enroll her in the Paris Conservatoire.
68
 As a result of her European training, she 
understood the challenges Americans faced in establishing a respected music tradition. Her 
desire to establish an American art music practice has led to her identification as one of the 
greatest music patrons of the 19
th
 century in the United States. 
 The question remains as to why this young woman would set her hopes on creating an 
American tradition of art music. The answer is found in T urber’s association  it  an indi idual 
who shaped her ideas for the development of a unique American culture. Additionally, he 
convinced her that there needed to be an educational overhaul of the current university 
curriculum in order to address the inadequacies that existed between the United States and 
Europe. In 1867 Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson wrote an essay that specifically 
identified issues associated with the American university system. He explored the inability of 
young people in the United States to receive an education considered equal to that of European 
countries. As a result, affluent families would send their children overseas to obtain a well-
rounded education. His essay further delineates his concern that the pursuit of “ i   culture” 
preparation in Europe, specifically addressing individuals trained in Germany, would 
inadequately prepare them to apply this knowledge in America. He does recognize that 
universities were established in Cambridge, Massachusetts, New Haven, Connecticut, and Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, but found American culture too provincial to provide adequate preparation.
69
 
In order to allow The United States an opportunity to achieve equal footing with Europe, 
Higginson suggested, 
What we need is the opportunity of high culture somewhere, that there should be some 
place in America where a young man may go and study anything that kindles his 
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enthusiasm and find there instrumentalities to help the flame. As it is now, the maximum 
range of study in most of our colleges leaves a young man simply with a good 
preparation for Germany, while the minimum leaves him very ill prepared for America. 
 
His articulation of concerns acknowledges that a lack of serious investment in their own culture 
 ould furt er  inder America’s development of an identity beyond that of its political 
as irations.  e  o ed t at t rou   t e formation of an “ancient” educational tradition based on 
those found in Athens, Greece, a balance would be achieved in which the student received well-
rounded instruction. In the development of an education in which equal emphasis was placed on 
literary and artistic traditions, Higginson outlined a model that nourished the soul of the 
individual as well as their mind. He suggested that this level of intellectualism was far superior 
to one exclusively grounded in politics. Through this well-rounded education, a balance between 
art and politics allowed for individualized development unlike any opportunity available in 
Europe.
70
  
  i  inson’s article may not  a e been read by Thurber, but his thoughts on equality and 
education would likely have been known to her. He was an abolitionist before the Civil War, and 
one of t e anonymous si  indi iduals   o funded Jo n  ro n’s raid on  ar er’s Ferry.71 
Moreover, Higginson served in the Civil War as a colonel for the First South Carolina 
Volunteers, composed of free blacks from the North.
72
 During his service in the First South 
Carolina Volunteers, he collaborated on the collection of Negro Spirituals from different regions 
of the country with Lieutenant Colonel Trowbridge that were eventually was part an anthology 
entitled, Slave Songs of the United States: The Classic 1867 Anthology.
73
 He also was an 
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intellectual who disseminated his views on rights for women, African Americans, and religious 
dissenters through his role as a Unitarian minister.
74
  
As a major proponent of the African Americans in society, Higginson clearly influenced 
Jeanette Thurber and some of her intellectual ideas. An example of his influence on her can be 
identified through her creation of educational opportunities for African Americans.
75
 It is clear 
from the Columbus Day Concert that Thurber knew Higginson, given he was the individual 
in ited by T urber to introduce D o  k to America. T urber  ad asked  i  inson re eatedly to 
ser e as aster of  eremonies at e ents durin    ic  D o  k conducted  is o n com ositions. 
T omas  as also t e  uest s eaker at D o  k’s  remiere concert  it  t e  oston  ym  ony 
Orchestra.
76
  
 T urber clearly identified  it   i  inson’s aims of a free education   en s e  ercei ed 
t e National  onser atory of usic Of America.   e  ad  o ed to, “… ro ide free instruction 
to talented individuals who could not afford the expense of a good music education.”77 Thurber 
stated she conceived the Conservatory as early as 1875 when she was traveling through France. 
She envisioned that the institution would be able to provide her with performers for the 
American Opera Company that she established in 1885. The combination of these two 
institutions allowed her to expose the American public to European operatic traditions with some 
of the best trained performers, musicians, and composers in the country. Moreover, it is 
im ortant to note t at it  as T urber’s intent that the opera company would be the primary 
em  asis of  er endea ors, as it allo ed “…America to free  erself from absolute de endence 
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on forei n talent.”78 It is clear t at  i  inson’s call to culture in  is   67 essay is at t e  eart of 
this statement by Thurber. Free education in the arts would not only benefit the students, it would 
enhance the overall culture of high art in America. With society now receiving exposure to these 
o eratic  erformances by t e National O era  om any,  i  inson’s  oal of creating well-
rounded cultured individuals was possible. His influence on Thurber did not end there; she also 
looked to the marginalized groups within American society whose plight contributed to the 
expansion of American thought during the Progressive Era. Through her philanthropic pursuits, 
she was able to enhance the lives of these marginalized individuals (ie., Native and African 
Americans, and women) by expanding opportunities not currently available to them.  
 T urber used  er access to D o  k to inform his perception of indigenous American 
cultures. Her imposed ideology guided him in a manner that furthered her agenda for 
development of the arts. She created scholarships for talented individuals to attend the 
Conservatory for free, so that the recipients could focus solely on the development of their 
artistic talents. T e idea of free tuition to t e  onser atory  as a  ealin  to D o  k. As a young 
man  e  ad benefitted from t e recei t of a sti end for de elo in  artists. In  is essay “Music in 
America, D o  k explains that financial support for the artist allows composers to pursue 
creative endeavors without worrying about financial security.
79 It is e ident from D o  k’s 
statements t at  e fully su  orts T urber’s attem ts to  ro ide artists t e ability to  ursue t eir 
craft  it out t e concerns of financial security. T e additional benefit of D o  k’s statement is 
he demonstrated what is possible for an artist to achieve when financial constraints have been 
eliminated. For Thurber, his statement could have encouraged individuals to become possible 
donors for her philanthropic activities. If Thurber could have the financial backing of other 
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prominent families such as the Carnegies and Rockefellers, she would no longer have to continue 
to su  ort t is financial effort on  er o n. T e use of D o  k’s name to  er etuate a areness of 
this issue adds a level of credibility to her agenda. Thurber had initially hoped to achieve 
financial stability and legitimacy for the Conservatory through the endorsement of a European 
composer. Her hope was that other like-minded individuals would invest in the arts to produce a 
European framework for financial support of artists. 
 Thurber designed the National Conservatory of Music of America to provide an 
exceptional educational environment for young artists. In order to study at the Conservatory 
individuals needed to fit a specific criterion for admission. An age restriction was one of the 
conditions she specifically addressed. In order to be considered for acceptance into the school all 
individuals need to be within their respective age categories.
80
 Of those students who qualified 
based on their age and talent, the Conservatory acknowledged that they granted special 
consideration to “ omen, Ne ro, and blind students,”   ic   ere identified as mar inali ed 
individuals in need of educational development.
81
 A direct relationship to the opportunities 
created by T urber’s ideolo ical  rinci als  enerated a student body   ic  lar ely consisted of 
women and African American students. Thurber was concern with the socioeconomic 
ad ancement of African Americans, and it is e ident t at s e s a ed D o  k’s im ression for 
their cultural inclusion in the development of America art music. 
 T urber used D o  k’s contract  it  National  onser atory of usic of America to 
commission works of a specific subject matter. Controlling his compositional output, she 
su  ested  e create an o era based on Lon fello ’s  oem Hiawatha. It is through this request 
that a connection between the Indianist movement and Thurber can be established. More 
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im ortantly, t e subject matter for t e o era  ould create an ancient American e ic. D o  k 
would have understood the importance of selecting a culturally specific story to provide the 
American people with an identifier that encompassed their heritage. He was often given books or 
exposed to Native American themes in an attempt to further the cultural agenda of the Indianist 
movement.
82
 What Thurber did not take into account was that most European-Americans did not 
identify with the culture of the Indians nor were they willing to replace their culture with one 
which was perceived as having connections to primitivism. Gilbert Chase explains,  
[Indian Music] attracted a number of composers who were looking for something 
indigenous, something that could immediately and unmistakably be identified as 
“American.”  ut t e fallacy of attem tin  to create representative American music out of 
Indian material soon became apparent. Indian tribal music was not part of the mainstream 
culture of American culture. It was an interesting but essentially exotic branch that one 
could follow for a time as a digression, a diversion from the European heritage. But if 
followed to its source led to a primitive culture that had nothing in common with 
prevailing norms and trends of American civilization.
83
 
  
D o  k may or may not  a e understood t e full im lications of usin  Nati e American t emes 
in his music, but what is clear is they did not have the encompassing effect on him as Thurber 
 ad  o ed. In a statement about nationalistic music D o  k explains, 
Every nation has its music. There is Italian, German, French, Bohemian, Russian; why 
not American music? The truth of this music depends upon its characteristics, its colour. I 
do not mean to take these melodies, plantation, Creole or Southern, and work them out as 
themes; that is not my plan. But I study certain melodies until I become thoroughly 
imbued with their characteristics.
84
 
 
The account by D o  k communicates t at Thurber was unaware of how to create a nationalistic 
style of music. Often she made suggestions of pieces for him to compose, but she always looked 
to the libretto and selected a text that overtly conveyed her perception of American themes.  
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 In addition to supplying the means for influence by the Native American music, Thurber 
ensured t at D o  k was exposed to music identified as Negro spirituals. Through her 
association to the Progressive and abolitionist movements she attempted to ele ate t e status of 
African Americans in society and create e uality amon  t e races. As a result of  er  artici ation 
in t ese social circles s e introduced D o  k to indi iduals suc  as  i  inson and an African 
American student at the Conservatory,  enry T.  urlei  . Often  urlei    ould sin  son s for 
D o  k  and t e com oser  ould transcribe t e melodies for furt er study. oreo er, T urber 
 ad re uested t at D o  k arran e t e  te  en Foster son  “Old Folks at  ome” for a benefit 
concert in January 1894. The purpose of this concert was to collect clothes for Blacks in need; 
specifically, the event organizers wanted to collect clothing for Black women.
85
 For this event, 
Thurber arranged for the formation of an all-Black choir that performed compositions written by 
 lack com osers for t e concert,  it  t e e ce tion of D o  k’s arran ement of Foster’s “Old 
Folks at  ome.”  arry T.  urlei    as a soloist for t e e enin  and t e featured soloist for 
D o  k’s arran ement of Foster.  
The concert received mixed reviews, and newspaper critics such as Hale and Finck, 
“reflect ed) the sensibilities of their fellow art patrons who, in their everyday life, were finding 
themselves confronted by groups – unionists, anarchists, suffragists – who fundamentally 
challenge the social and economic structures from which middle-class patrons derived their 
 o er,  ealt , and status.”86 Alt ou   D o  k included musical characteristics of these 
marginalized cultures in his compositions, it was not the seamless acceptance that Thurber had 
hoped for by the audience and critics.  
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 The promotion for the January 1894 concert was not without propaganda. Advertisements 
printed in the New York Herald exhibit that the concert was designed to help Blacks overcome 
the difficulties associated with their role in society. Even though they did not name specific 
benefactors for the event, the papers issued the followin  statement, “ ere is, indeed, a treat for 
all lovers of music, as well as for those who take interest in the development of our national 
sc ools of music and in t e ne ro race.”87 The following day the New York Herald ran a 
congratulatory message in the paper in which they applauded the work of Thurber, and noted that 
s e  ad t e students of  er institution  erform at a  i   le el, “no matter   at t eir race, color, 
or creed.”88 Thurber revealed her true feelings on the plight of African Americans in society and 
 er ideas a  ear in article, “Emanci ation, in  er idea,  ad not  one far enou  ,  odies  a e 
been liberated, but t e  ates of t e artistic  orld  ere still locked.”89 Thurber was clearly an 
abolitionist who sided with the philanthropic ideology of the Progressive movement to elevate 
the African Americans and help them gain acceptance in society. The concert with its clear 
political aims exemplifies the parallels which existed between her opinions and those of Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson.  
Henry Lee Higginson 
 There exists some confusion in D o  k sc olars i  as to t e indi idual   o  as 
associated  it  Jeanette T urber and D o  k. Thus an examination of Henry Higginson is 
necessary. oreo er, an e amination of T urber’s and  enry  i  inson’s conce ts of 
affordable art music for the masses reveals a divide within the American people. The origin of 
t e issue may in fact be D o  k’s confusion of t o indi iduals  it  t eir similar names  Colonel 
Higginson). D o  k in a letter to a friend identified Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson as 
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the creator of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, instead of Lieutenant Colonel Henry Lee 
Higginson.
90
 The two men were cousins, but they differed greatly on their approach to the 
creation of art music in America. Thomas was closely aligned with Thurber. A connection 
linkin   enry  i  inson to T urber is difficult to establis   it  one e ce tion: D o  k’s  orks 
were performed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra on a concert. Beyond that, unfortunately, 
there is nothing to indicate that Thurber and Henry Higginson knew each other. On the other 
 and, T omas not only  ro ided t e s eec  to  reet D o  k to America,  e  as reco ni ed by 
D o  k as providing financial support to the National Conservatory of Music of America.91 
Through his participation with the Conservatory, it is obvious that Thomas agreed with the 
agenda set forth by Thurber.  
 Henry Higginson  o e er, did not a  ro e of T urber’s assessment t at t e creation of 
American art music should include the use of popular music. Instead he chose to expose 
Americans to the musical traditions established in Europe, specifically from German composers 
such as Beethoven.
92
 It is a  arent t at t e formulation of  enry  i  inson’s ideas on art music 
was informed from his close associations with critic John Sullivan Dwight. Dwight was a 
graduate of Harvard and considered to be one of the first influential music critics in the United 
States.
93
 Dwight created a journal that provided a critique of music in America, which he also 
used as a platform to disseminate his views on what he believed to be the sacralization of art.
94
 
Dwight, like Thomas Wentworth Higginson, called into question which of the affluent 
individuals in American society would use their money to create a permanent orchestra that 
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provided quality music for an affordable price for Americans. He, like Thomas Higginson, 
wanted to advance American society through the arts.
95
  enry  i  inson res onded to D i  t’s 
call for culture, and in 1881 single handedly created and financed the Boston Symphony 
Orc estra. T e orc estra “ ould consist of si ty musicians and be led  erman-born English 
baritone and composer Georg Henschel, would give twenty concerts during its premier season, 
and would charge five to ten dollars for season tickets and twenty-five to seventy-five cents for 
sin le admission.”96 Thurber and Henry Higginson were both concerned with the quality and 
affordability of the performances Americans would view; however, the similarities ended there. 
 Higginson approached the Boston Symphony Orchestra differently than the management 
style of European orchestras. He demanded that the musicians not perform in other orchestras 
from Wednesday to Saturday and refrain from performing in specific settings as outlined in their 
contracts. Additionally,  i  inson refused to allo  t e  ro rammin  of “ i ed musical  enres,” 
and to deal  it  a  layer’s musician union.97 To do so would have hindered his ability to manage 
t e orc estra in t e style  e set fort  in t e musicians’ and conductors’ contracts. T e control of 
t e orc estra’s  ersonnel  as solely t e res onsibility of  i  inson, and  e  laced  it in eac  
of their contracts t e follo in  statement: “If said musician fails to  lay to t e satisfaction of 
said Higginson, said Higginson may dismiss said musician from the Orchestra, paying his salary 
to the time of the dismissal, and shall not be liable to pay him any compensation or damages for 
suc  dismissal.”98  i  inson’s control of t e ensemble ser ed t o  ur oses. First,  e  as 
assured his musicians would only perform for him. Second, he could control the music that they 
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were performing. Higginson approved the repertory that the orchestra would perform to ensure 
the quality of each performance. He viewed 
… imself less as a  roselyti er to t e masses t an a  reser er of t e fait   a builder of t e 
tem le and a kee er of t e flame. T ou    e su  orted  is conductors’ penchant for 
occasional experimentation – al ays  it  t e ca et t at  of course anyt in  unworthy is 
to be s ut out’ –Higginson, like Thomas and Dwight, never lost his strong preference of 
the work of the classical Austro-Germanic composers, especially Beet o en…99 
 
Higginson saw himself as an individual who needed to protect culture, and thus continued to 
support the standards associated with European art forms.  
 Thurber however, looked at the Conservatory as a training facility for the students, in 
which they would gain experience, and in return receive a contract with the American Opera 
 om any u on com letion of t eir studies. T urber’s  oal  it  t e American O era  om any 
was to translate great European operas originally written in foreign languages into English. She 
hoped to meet the masses on their level and create an interest in the arts.
100
 Clearly, the artistic 
endeavors between Henry Higginson and Thurber do not demonstrate similar interests in the 
development of American art music. Higginson attempted to function as a protector of the 
culture and not stray too far from European ideals; Thurber tried to create an art form that was 
unique to the United States. Therefore, it is unlikely that she would have had the support of 
Henry Higginson in the inclusion of popular music in the art music tradition of America. 
Re ardless, e en if s e obtained an influential Euro ean com oser suc  as D o  k, Henry 
Higginson was an unlikely ally for her cause.  
 The disparagement between the ideals of Thurber and Henry Higginson is representative 
of different school of thought within the classes of American society at this time. It is these two 
dissimilar ideolo ies t at informed t e  erce tion of D o  k’s American com ositions. 
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Individuals on both sides wrote essays and commentaries in the press about the reception of his 
com ositions. It is no sur rise t at D o  k’s essays under ent t e  reatest scrutiny in the Boston 
area newspapers, based on the proximity and influence of Dwight and Henry Higginson. Both 
men clearly o  osed t e com oser’s o inions and used t eir influence  it  t e  i  er ec elons 
of society to resist the inclusion of indigenous American musical cultures in art music. D o  k 
 as referred to as a ne ro  ile for many years by  ell-kno n  oston critic P illi   ale.  e 
continued  is denouncement of D o  k’s inclusion of Ne ro melodies in  is American 
com osition e en after t e com oser’s deat .101 Composer John Knowles Paine made a 
reference to D o  k ’s inability to select a  ro riate source materials for  is com osition as 
evidenced in the quote, 
…t e time is  ast   en com osers are to be classed accordin  to  eo ra  ical limits. It is 
not a question of nationality, but individuality, and individuality of style is not the result 
of limitation – whether of folk songs, Negro melodies, the tunes of the heathen Chinese 
or of Di  er Indians, but of  ersonal c aracter and inborn ori inality…. 
Dr. D o  k is probably unacquainted with what has been accomplished in the higher 
forms of music by composers in America. In my estimation, it is a preposterous idea to 
say that in [the] future American music will rest upon such alien foundation as the 
melodies of yet a largely undeveloped race.
102
 
 
As a result the dissemination of Dwight’s and Henry Higginson’s opinions on the elite culture of 
society clearly shaped the prevailing attitudes towards D o  k’s inclusion of   at t ey 
considered to be an alien race.
103
 Though the message demonstrates that individuals were not 
rece ti e to D o  k’s ideas, it also illustrates t at t ey did not understand t at D o  k used 
popular music for inspiration when creatin   is melodies. T e lar est com oser of “Ne ro” 
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spirituals in America was the white composer Stephen Foster, and thousands of copies of his 
songs sold well after his death in 1864.
104
  
 D o  k was aware that conflict existed between the two schools of thought and addressed 
t e  roblem directly in  is      essay, “ usic in America.” In t e essay  e  ro ided  is 
impressions of America as an outsider:  
It would ill become me, therefore, to express my views on so general and all-embracing 
as subject as music in America, were I not pressed to do so, for I have neither travelled 
extensively, nor have I been here long enough to gain an intimated knowledge of 
American affairs. I can only judge of it from what I have observed during my limited 
experience as a musician and teacher in America, and from what those whom I know here 
tell me about their country.
105
 
 
D o  k’s comments on t e selection of source materials, does not ackno led ed anyone 
directly; however, it is a forgone conclusion that he is referencing Thurber and her associates. He 
recognized that his perception of American music had been shaped by those he has been 
associated with and clarified his position: 
A while ago I suggested that inspiration for truly national music might be derived from 
the Negro melodies or Indian chants. I was led to take this view partly by the fact that 
that the so-called plantation songs are indeed the most striking and appealing melodies 
that have been found on this side of the water, but largely the observation that this seems 
to be recognized, though often unconsciously, by most Americans.
106
 
 
D o  k understood that the melodies he heard were not authentic sources, and he was aware it 
was the work of white men. Although those songs did not have the authenticity of folk songs in 
 o emia,  e assumed t at t e lack of aut enticity  as an unim ortant factor due to t e music’s 
ability to capture the sentimentality of America.  
 D o  k further delineates this idea in the following statement,  
The point has been urged that many of these touching songs, like those of Foster, have 
not been composed by the Negros themselves, but are the work of white men, while others did 
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not originate on the plantations, but were imported from Africa. It seems to me that this matters 
little. One might as well condemn the Hungarian Rhapsody because Liszt could not speak 
Hungarian. The important thing is that the inspiration for such music should come from the right 
source, and t at t e music itself s ould be a true e  ression of t e  eo le’s real feelings.107 
 
He understood that the music had to represent the people and their culture. The themes that 
occurred in the Negro songs were often catchy tunes and as a result people would often perform 
them due to their playability and accessibility.
108 D o  k en isioned t is music as a 
representation of the blending of cultures through music. He saw a music that was written by 
white men and emulated the style of songs which were representative of Negro songs. To an 
outsider, suc  as D o  k, the amalgamation of traditions and cultures were perfected in these 
son s and  ould satisfy T urber’s desire for truly American art music.  
The Source of the Songs 
 On May 14, 1857  wight’s Journal of Music attempted to answer the question in an 
article, “  o rites Our  on s?”109 The answer to the question was Pittsburgh native, Stephen 
Foster. According to  wight’s Journal of Music, he was found to be a major composer of Negro 
Minstrelsy.
110
 The editor of What They Heard: Music in America, 1852-1881: From the Pages of 
Dwight’s Jo rnal o  M si , Irving Sablonsky explains that the Negro Spirituals being suggested 
to D o  k meant not in  more t an “ o ular son s  it   erse  ritten in a  arody of Ne ro 
dialect. They might come from the blackface minstrel show or from the books of sentimental 
son s t at lay on so many  arlor  ianos.”111 Due to the misconception surrounding these works 
many whites actually thought they were listening to authentic slave songs. 
112
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T e  o ular  te  en Foster son , “Old Folks at  ome,” also kno n as “  anee Ri er,” 
 as t e most  idely kno n son  of t e time. “Old Folks at  ome” sold o er    ,    co ies in 
the United States alone, and was widely circulated in Europe by 1857.
113
 The song was even 
included in a collection of  Ne erlieder’ in  ermany and  as touted as authentic African 
American song.
114
 Indeed, “Old Folks at  ome,”  as so  o ular t at many   ites belie ed t at 
it was based on authentic Negro melodies, and the music was so convincing that many if the 
blacks accepted them as traditional plantation songs as reported in  wight’s Jo rnal 115 This 
son ’s  o ularity cannot be underestimated. Not only  as t e son  a  o ular minstrel tune, it 
had also been published in several books and in popular magazines such as, The Ladies Home 
Journal.
116
  
The popularity of t e son  is undeniable, but   y  ould D o  k select this song to be 
performed at the concert in New York in 1894? The answer is he did not, as its inclusion was an 
orchestrated attempt by Thurber to increase the awareness of a social cause closely associated 
with the Progressive movement and ties to her philanthropy. The original manuscript used to 
orc estrate t e son , “Old Folks at  ome,”  ad a note attac ed   ic  states: 
The enclosed will be of interest in case you wish to refer to the concert given by our 
students for the fund of the Silver Service for the Cruiser N.Y. 
I asked t e Dr. to  rite “old folks at  ome” for t o  [o]ices. You  ill see t at 
only one signature of the Dr. remains, the others were torn off by the pupils in the 
orchestra as autographs.  
This two-voice arrangement was sung on this occasion by black Patti and Harry 
Burleigh – and accompanied by the N.C. of A. orchestra conducted by Dr. D.117 
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Deane L. Root concludes that the note was written by Thurber, but the recipient of the note is 
unkno n. D o  k, however, did consider this song to be a part of the folk song tradition, and 
made t e follo in  statement about “Old Folks at  ome,” 
It is a folk son  and a  ery beautiful one… T e only difference it  as from   at normally 
comes under that head is that  e kno  t e com oser’s name. And t at is only because  e 
happened to write it as a period when the art of preserving music by writing it down 
existed, whereas most folk songs have been handed down from mouth to mouth until in 
later years they were copied in manuscript by some musician. But by that time the 
com oser’s name  ad been for otten. American music is music t at li es in t e  eart of 
the people, and therefore this has every right to be regarded as purely national.
118
 
He understood, unlike Thurber, t at t e music of t e indi enous  eo le  ould not be 
re resentational of all indi iduals  it in society. In  is      essay “ usic in America” D o  k  
explains that plantation melodies and slave songs have beautiful and subtle harmonies like those 
from Scotland and Ireland.
119
 By finding commonalities within the two musical styles, he would 
be able to combine characteristic to create music that was representative of Americans. 
D o  k understood t at t ere  as an issue  it  t e American  o ulation’s unification 
under a single music tradition. The selection of a musical source would need to encompass 
everyone in its society due to the vast differences that existed from the diversity of the American 
 o ulation. T erefore, in order for D o  k to satisfy Thurber’s re uest  e kne   e  ould  a e to 
look to popular music traditions in order to accomplish her desires. 
 Thurber was a trained musician from one of the greatest conservatories in the world, and 
she clearly had her own political agenda for furthering the American society. She desired to 
create an American style of art music to rival the European traditions, yet she was also a 
visionary. She knew that the source music would have to have broad appeal and resonate with 
the American public. Through her studies at the Paris Conservatoire she would have understood 
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the longstanding traditions of European opera. She knew that many of the stories associated with 
opera were aligned with Greek mythology or a story that focused on ancient origins. In order to 
create a similar influence in America, she felt she must combine all of these narratives to 
establish a musical tradition. Thurber recognized she needed to hire a composer who had an 
international reputation, but who also understood how to create nationalistic music. In addition, 
the composer would have to write instrumental and vocal music and have a desire to learn and 
incor orate t ese elements into  is o n style of com osition. D o  k was the perfect composer 
to realize all of these needs.  
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CHAPTER III  
THE SONATINA IN G MAJOR OPUS 100: INFLUENCES ON ITS CREATION 
 
 Anton n D o  k  as lon  been classified as a nationalistic com oser   o infused 
elements of the Classical and Romantic Eras alongside native folk influences to create his music. 
Nationalism accordin  to Ric ard Taruskin, es ouses a “… doctrine or theory according to 
which the primary determinant of human character and destiny, and the primary object of social 
and political allegiance, is the particular nation to which an individual belongs.”120 The definition 
insinuates that an individual must be from the country and tied to its ideology through a personal 
identity defined by their understanding of the culture and politics. Therefore, the question arises 
as to why Americans would look to a foreigner to determine the course of American art music. 
Lawrence Levine explains that Americans were divided on the best direction to develop art 
music in America. Individuals such as Henry Lee Higginson elected to have the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra perform only art music from Europe, and publically expressed his concerns 
about creating an art music tradition based on folksongs, music of Native Americans, and Negro 
Spirituals. Conversely, individuals like his cousin, abolitionist Thomas Wentworth Higginson 
and Jeanette Thurber hoped American art music could be developed from music of Native 
Americans and Ne ro   irituals. oreo er, T urber’s connection to t e Indianist and 
Progressive movements shaped her desires to use musical sources from these marginalized 
cultures to establish a musical impression based on ancient musical tradition. The link between 
American art music and these ancient musical sources could create a parallel between the music 
of the United States with those found in European music cultures. 
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 Thurber, in particular, wanted to create music that reflected the spirit of America, given 
the perception of many individuals that America lacked a national music tradition. Thurber 
decided to look to Europe to help guide American composers in the formation of a distinct sound 
t at  ould be easily reco ni able and defined as “American.” Durin  t is time  eriod, many 
American com osers  ere  ie ed as  ritin  “common” music t at  as inade uate for t e 
European art music tradition. Irvin   ablosky e  lains, “T e American  ublic  ad not been 
con erted  en masse’ to classical music  its taste for t e  o ular, t e s ectacular, and t e no el 
a  eared to be undiminis ed, and t e risin  music trades  ere only too  a  y to  ander to it.” 121 
Several factors likely informed this opinion: 1.) the lack of music conservatories in America; 2.) 
the hiring of European instructors by American universities; 3.) the absence of well-known 
American composers on the world stage; and 4.) the focus by American music  ublis er’s 
popular music that could be performed in the home. American popular music included Negro 
Minstrelsy and the music of Stephen Foster. These styles of music were designed to depict life in 
rural America or characterizations of white perceptions of African Americans. The importations 
of popular American musical art forms to Europe at this time were largely informed by the 
Negro minstrelsy and performances by composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk. His music focused 
on his virtuosity as a pianist and not t e creation of a lon standin  musical tradition. T urber’s 
desire for such a composer would find her seeking an individual who already had international 
fame as a nationalist composer. Her search was completed when she selected the Bohemian 
composer, Anton n D o  k. D o  k  as already an establis ed Euro ean com oser kno n for 
his nationalistic compositions; moreover he would be able to help the National Conservatory of 
Music in New York gain international recognition and promote American music. His first year at 
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t e American conser atory, D o  k s ent muc  of  is time  erformin  administrati e duties, 
teaching, and conducting, however, he also began working on numerous projects that were 
reflecti e of T urber’s desire for  im to create a national American compositional style. 
 At t e conclusion of  is first academic year, D o  k and  is family  acationed in t e 
small town of Spillville, Iowa, at the home of one of his students from the Prague Conservatory, 
Joesph Jan Kovarik (1870-1950), who accompanied D o  k on t e tri  to America and 
functioned as his personal assistant.
122
 The landscape surrounding the small town of Spillville 
was similar to the countryside of his native Bohemia, and since it was a Czech settlemen,t the 
dominant language spoken was also   ec . T e D o  ks  ere  uite comfortable  ere, and  is 
time there was one of his most productive periods for composition in America, as he completed 
the String Quartet in F, String Quintet in E flat, and some of the melodies used both in the 
Sonatina for Piano and Violin Op. 100 and his Symphony No.9, "From the New World".  
The music written by D o  k while he vacationed in Spillville has been labeled as the 
most “American” music created by the composer, seen by scholars through specific identifiers 
such as Negro spirituals or Native American melodies. T e a  lication of suc  labels  as 
resulted in an incom lete narrati e of t ese com ositions and  i  li  ts t e desires of some 
indi iduals to classify t em as American. T e  ie  of D o  k’s American works validates the 
desires of Thurber and her contemporaries through the inclusion of what were considered to be 
“Americanisms.” What has resulted is the application of a false narrative to the Sonatina in G 
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Major Op. 100. An idealistic narrative presented to explain the musical influence on the Sonatina 
reveals that inconsistencies exist between the information supplied by the composer and the 
scholarship of individuals regarding the conception of the work. D o  k discusses  is music in 
terms that demonstrate his Bohemian nationalism and his connections to his publisher Fritz 
Simrock in Germany, although scholars such as Paul Stefan state the influence came from Native 
American musical sources.  
Three Narratives, Three Sources 
T e t ree narrati es surroundin  D o  k’s time in America are often cited by sc olars to 
illustrate t e sources  e utili ed   en com osin  t e  onatina, and based on t e aut or’s bias 
will result in the selection of one of the three narrative, often reveal their bias when assigning a 
musicical source to the melody ie. Native American, Negro Spiritual, or folk songs. What can be 
found in the discussions surrounding the melody of the second movement of the Sonatina, which 
emphasize connections with Native American influences. According to Ko a  k, t e ins iration 
for t e melody occurred   en D o  k tra elled from   ill ille to innea olis and  isited 
Minnehaha Falls during the summer of 1893. In his book Paul Stefan provides the following 
anecdote, “T e beauty of t e falls absolutely carried him away. Then and there, he wrote down 
on  is starc ed cuff a t eme later used in t e  lo  o ement of  is  iolin  onatina.”123 The 
significance of this account is the Sonatina was written between the months of November and 
December of 1893 in New York City; nevertheless, the musical influence of his summer trip had 
a lasting effect on D o  k, as e idenced by t e inclusion of t e melody de ictin  inne a a 
Falls in the Sonatina.   
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Joseph Horowitz draws further parallels between Native American culture and 
 inne a a Falls by linkin  t e melody to t e  enry ads ort  Lon fello ’s     7- 82) poem 
“ ia at a”       :  
T e inne a a t eme D o  k set do n on  is slee e found its  ay into t e second 
movement of the Sonantina, a delicate and fragrant Hiawatha picture. Its simplicity, its 
tom-tom repetitions, aura of magic and mystery would typify D o  k’s “Indian” style. 
 inne a a’s “ ay ard” alternation bet een “s ade and suns ine” translated into a 
musical alternation bet een t e bri  ter and darker keys com osers call “major” and 
“minor.” In t e middle of t e mo ement, a dainty t o-note violin figure dappled 
shimmering chords high in the keyboard (Minnehaha Falls being no Niagara): truly the 
music of “Lau  in  ater.”124 
As e idenced by t e  uote, t e melody does not by itself create a link bet een Nati e American 
culture and D o  k’s music. Only when the melody is placed within the context of the Hiawatha 
epic and Minnehaha Falls by Horowitz can a Native American influence. Furthermore, there has 
been no discussion that Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was himself of European descent and not 
part of the Native American culture. 
T e connection bet een t e  onatina and Nati e American music  as first su  ested by 
Frit  Kreisler   o establis ed t is link at t e re uest of D o  k’s  ublis er, Frit   imrock. 
T rou   t e a  lication of t e subtitle, “An Indian Lament”, on t e title  a e of t e com osition, 
a narrative was created that associated the composition to a Native American musical source. 
 eckerman e  lains t at Kreisler identified t e second mo ement as an “Indian Lament” or 
“Indian ail,” but did not substantiate this claim through the use of musical examples.125 The 
connection has been accepted by many scholars, yet, Beckerman remains skeptical of this 
account.  e states t at, “Alt ou   t e re etitions at t e be innin  of t e Lar  etto may be a 
s ort and for tom-toms, at least as  art of t e modal s een  as anot er source, alt ou   D o  k 
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may  ell  a e been t inkin   Indian’ in  is slo  mo ement, ine itably it came out some  at 
African-American as well, since the opening idea bears a real resemblance to various elements 
from  Ne ro elodies’.”126 Moreover, no one has provided a musical example that demonstrates 
t e conce tion of a “Ne ro elody” in t e  onatina, and instead t e conce t is founded on 
generalities of rhythm and the use of a pentatonic scale. These two ideas are too general a 
concept to concretely assign the melody to a specific musical tradition. 
Despite the fact that D o  k could  a e used an Indian lament as a source of ins iration, 
the melody contains characteristics that could also be found in Slavic folk melodies, Native 
American “ ails” or “Ne ro elodies.”127 Therefore to assign the melody to only one source of 
inspiration would be almost impossible without a statement from the composer. What can be said 
of this melody is that it included shared characteristics by a gifted composer who synthesized 
musical elements to create an eclectic melody that people recognized as part of their musical 
culture. America’s s ared music tradition also includes many elements of Euro ean traditions 
such as the Scottish Snap. Not only is this rhythm found in European music, but it is also found 
in Negro Spirituals, American popular music, and  o emian folk music. D o  k  ould  a e 
recognized this rhythm and assimilated it into his compositions. He would, however, have most 
likely identified it as a Bohemian musical characteristic.   
Melodies from the Sonatina can be found in t e “Ne  orld  ym  ony,” and it is safe 
to conclude that these melodies are not based on Native American music. The melodies 
demonstrate D o  k’s ability to  ull from familiar melodic ideas and rhythms that could be 
identified as American. D o  k on s eakin  of t e “Ne  orld  ym  ony,” e  lained, “It is 
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always written that I gathered motives for my last symphony in America, and that it contains 
some Indian melodies. Nevertheless, this is not true. Yes, I composed it there but the motives are 
my own, and a few of them were brought with me. The symphony is and always remain 
  o emian’ music.”128 To further support D o  k’s claims, Jo n  la man su  ests t at D o  k 
altered t e folk-son , “Dolina dolina, n  e No  c    mku’,” to “create t e first mo ement’s 
second subject….[ e may  a e] on t e ot er  and, …modified,  er a s unconsciously, durin  
composition to make it correspond to the well-known Moravian folk-son …”.129 If t is 
 y ot esis is  ossible, as  i en t at D o  k kne  T urber  anted  im to create American 
music; the composer would have likely attempted to satisfy the wishes of his employer.
130 
D o  k  ad numerous corres ondences  it  indi iduals in Euro e in   ic   e outlined t e 
e  ectations of  is contract and t e desires of T urber. D o  k  ould  a e understood t at  e 
needed to produce music that not only satisfied the requirements to sound like American music, 
but that also contained elements of Native American music and Negro Spirituals. 
 ictor Fisc l,  o e er, states t at  e belie ed t e lament of t e second mo ement  as 
actually an e  ression of t e inner stru  le t at D o  k under ent once  e had returned from 
Spillville to resume his duties in New York.
131 U on D o  k’s return to Ne  York  e  as 
offered a rene al on  is contract as t e Director of t e  onser atory. It  as no secret t at 
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D o  k did not like Ne  York, and  e  rote to  is em loyer at the Prague Conservatory, Dr. 
Tragy, to ask for advice and express his rationale for staying in America: 
I have been asked to extend my contract for a further one or two years, and I wanted to 
ask your advice as to what I should do. My family circumstances would seem to demand 
that I should take the opportunity of saving enough for my old age. You know that I love 
my country above anything, that I would gladly offer my modest services where they are 
needed, and that I would dearly like, on returning home, to devote myself to the wealth 
and  ro t  of our  eo le’s art. it   od’s  el  I  ill carry out t at   ic  I  a e 
dedicated my life and of which I have dreamt. So I beg you to believe that, even if in the 
interest of my family I feel constrained to remain a further one or two years, I would most 
gladly return to my country should you at any time find it necessary to summon me.
132
 
 
Fischl uses the letter D o  k sent to Dr. Tra y to su  ort  is claim t at D o  k  as  omesick 
and desired to return to Pra ue. Fisc l su  ests t at t is lon in  for  ome  re ented D o  k 
from working on larger scale projects and led to the creation of the Sonantina for his    year old 
dau  ter Otilia and    year old son Anton n. It is Fisc l’s o inion t at t e melodies  ere 
reminiscent of home and provided him the connection to Bohemia that he had longed for since 
leaving Spillville.
133
 
Given the absence of evidence of a definitive Native American musical influence, it is 
possible that Beckerman is correct that there has been an overstated influence of Native 
American music on the conception of the work. The answer to this inflated attribution of Native 
American sources may have been the result of D o  k’s restored relations i   it   is  ublis er 
Frit   imrock. D o  k and  imrock  ad a fallin  out se eral years earlier   en D o  k turned to 
an English publisher to reissue some of his compositions. Simrock took exception to this 
supposed infidelity, and reminded D o  k t at t ey  ad an e clusi e contract. D o  k, not 
recalling any such agreement, chose to wait until he could reestablish the relationship with 
 imrock and re ain t e  ublis er’s trust. Once t e com oser  ad re aired  is relations i   it  
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 imrock,  e be an to send  is com ositions to  ermany in      for  ublication. T e slo  s eed 
at   ic  t e com ositions  ere arri in  from America created t e need for  imrock to e  edite 
t e  ublication of D o  k’s American  orks. In order to increase t e s eed of t e editorial issues 
for  ublication,  imrock asked D o  k for a  ro al to call on a  ell-kno n editor of D o  k’s 
works his friend and mentor Johannes Brahms.
134 uc  of D o  k’s music  as bein   ublis ed 
by  imrock  it out D o  k actually seein  t e final drafts or arran ements.  imrock understood 
t at tensions bet een D o  k and T urber  ere increasin  and may  a e tried to defuse t e 
situation by publishing works in which he would suggest Native American associations on the 
cover page of the publications. In the case of the Sonantina, Simrock took the liberty of 
 ublis in   arious arran ements of t e  ork under titles suc  as “Indian Lullabye”[sic] or 
“Indian Lament.”135 Not only  it  t is  ublication demonstrate D o  k’s desire to  lease 
T urber, it  ould also increase sales of D o  k’s music in Euro e. Euro e  as interested in 
musical exoticism and a work with a subtitle such as Indian Lament or Indian Canzonet would 
appeal to the European public. 
Stefan places the following hypothesis as additional information bet een t e com oser 
and  ublis er, “It is  ossible,  o e er, t at  imrock may  a e  eard from Ko a  k t at D o  k 
really  ad in mind  ia at a’s broodin  on t e  aters at  lay.”136 Such could be possible, but 
more t an likely t e  ublis er kne  t at t e e oticism of t e Nati e American’s  ould sell t e 
compositions in Europe. The popularity of the composer at this time can be established from 
examining t o se arate letters  ritten by D o  k to a friend in February and to Simrock in 
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April. Both reference that  imrock  anted all t e com ositions t at D o  k  as  ritin    ile in 
America, knowing he could effortlessly market them in Europe.
137
 
The Sonatina in G Major Op. 100  
 The Sonatina in G major Op. 100 was the last chamber work composed by D o  k  
during his time in America. ritten for  is c ildren “Otillie” and “Tony,” the work appears to be 
a simple sonatina, yet it has elements to make it challenging enough that adults would take 
interest in the composition. The selection of the sonatina genre by D o  k  was based on 
practicality since the work was for his children. A composition such as a sonatina does not 
require the level of virtuosity due to its lighter themes, lack of a development sections, and its 
short modulatory passages, as compared to a sonata from which it is derived. The marked 
difference between the two genres is that the sonatina is shorter and less serious in nature. 
Additionally, the genre is extremely popular with composers who write music for students. 
Although, the number of movements in a sonatina may vary, as typically fewer, D o  k ’s 
Sonatina the work contains four movements like that of a sonata (See Table 1). 
 D o  k  began composing the Sonatina in September 1893 after he returned from his 
summer sojourn in the Midwest. By early October, he began to assemble the sketches he wrote 
while on vacation in Spillville. These ideas in the sketches were intended for his D minor 
orchestral suite, but ultimately he decided to abandon the work. Instead of discarding the 
melodies he had already composed for the orchestral suite, he used them to fashion the Sonatina 
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for his children. A sketch of the initial version of the work was finished by mid-November and 
the work was completed December 3, 1893.
138
   
TABLE 1 
MOVEMENTS IN THE SONATINA IN G MAJOR OP. 100, B. 183 
Movement Time Signature Key Signature 
Allegro risoluto 3/4 G major 
Larghetto 2/4 G minor 
Molto vivace 3/4 G major 
Allegro 2/4 G major 
 
All four movements follow a typical ABA form and contain only minimal thematic development 
in the work.  The opening Allegro risoluto begins with the initial theme played by the violin 
alternating with the piano. The theme is 8 bars in length and ends with cadences on the tonic. 
The melody is transferred between the violin and piano which creates an antecedent and 
consequence relationship between the two. The question is typically presented by the violin and 
has a strong confident tone; in contrast, the answer is softer and played by the piano. According 
to John Clapman, the melody is similar to the well-kno n ora ian folk son  “Dolina, dolina, 
n  e noy  c    mk .”139 The brief development section contains modulations to the keys of B-
flat major and D-flat major before returnin  to   major. it  t e A’ section, our initial melody 
returns, but is not as assertive as in the initial opening p rase. As t e A’ section comes to a close, 
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the once assertive melody from the A section is heard no more, replaced by the soft melody from 
the answer of section A.  
 The middle movements are short and less complicated than the two outer movements that 
frame them. The second movement of the Sonatina contains probably the best-known melody of 
the entire work. The opening of the movement begins with a three-fold repetition of the melody 
played by the violin. According to most scholars, this melody is based on a pentatonic scale, a 
characteristic which is used by D o  k  regularly in his American compositions.  In measure 17 
the mood of the piece shifts through a series of modulations, and D o  k   laces t e melody in 
the piano. The Po o pi   osso section in mm. 44-55 is in the key of G major and the melody 
seems almost playful against the broken chords in the piano. An alternation in the violin between 
E and D drives the melody forward and signals a change from the haunting opening melody of 
the Largehtto.  In the contrasting Meno Mosso section in mm. 56-71, the melody of the Po o pi  
mosso is given to the violin for four bars before the introduction of a G pedal tone in the violin. 
The pedal tone is complemented by the alternation of a D and G in the right hand of the piano. 
The scherzo third movement functions as a light diversion, with a syncopated melody and 
contrasting themes. 
 In the fourth movement D o  k  presents a series of seven themes for the movement. In 
general themes are broken into four bar phrases with each second four bar phrase ending with a 
slight alteration to either the rhythm or melody by the addition of a form of ornamentation. An 
eight bar periodic structure is maintained throughout the movement. The themes occur in a call-
and-response format between the violin and piano. The movement goes through a series of 
modulations throughout the work before returning to the home key of G major. The 
characteristic syncopated rhythm that occurs within the E minor section of the work, has been 
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identified as a “ cotc  sna ,” and it drives the melody forward into the next theme.  The 
movement ends on an elevated feeling due to the return to the opening tempo which contrasts 
with the mood of the proceeding melody indicated as molto tranquillo. 
 The Sonatina contains several contrasting moods as well as interesting melodic and 
rhythmic inventions by the composer. It is easy to identify the elements that support D o  k ’s 
statements that the work was, in fact, written for children. The violin part does not require many 
switches of hand position and exploits primarily the first position for the player. The piano part 
never requires much independent activity between the hands and is comparable to music that 
would be found in most etude books for a student of moderate capabilities. With its quickly 
changing moods, the Sonatina is filled with melodies that are playful and ideas that are 
reminiscent of an imaginative childhood, but challenging enough to keep an adult interested in 
performing the composition. 
Possible Native American Influence 
 Much has been made of the influence of Native American culture on D o  k    ile  e 
 as in America. T urber did take  im to a ild est   o  in Ne  York, and  e attended 
multi le  erformances at a medicine s o    ile in   ill ille in July of     . It is kno n t at 
D o  k  con ersed  it   i  oon, Jo n Fo , and Jo n Deer who were members of the 
Kickapoo and Yankton Sioux tribes as well as actors in the show.
140
 It was unlikely that one 
distinctive meshing of cultures occurred, since the cast members of the medicine show were not 
from one specific heritage. The influence of Native American culture on the conception of the 
Sonatina has been but, it has been over exaggerated and leads to a misrepresentation of the work. 
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 The suggestion of influence appears to have come primarily from D o  k ’s  ublis er 
Frit   imrock. On t e title  a e of t e  onatina from    6, t e  ork is subtitled “Indian 
 an onetta”. 141Additionally, Frit  Kreisler added a subtitle to t e second mo ement “An Indian 
Lament,” to increase its connections  it  t ose of the Native American culture.142 Aside from 
these subtitles, connections to the Native American music have been suggested through the 
rhythmic activity found in the second movement. The basis of this construct is found in a four 
bar rhythmic figure that appears in the second movement of the Sonatina in measures 56-59 in 
the left hand of the piano (See Example 2). 
 
Example 1: Sonatina in G Major Op. 100, - Larghetto - mm.56-  , “Tom-tom” R yt m 
 
 
 
The rhythmic figure does evoke images of a Native American rhythm through the use of 
exoticism as representative Native American music. Furthermore, t e r yt m  as little in 
common  it  t e actual r yt ms found in Nati e American music. It is difficult to attribute 
Nati e American influence on D o  k ’s conce tion of t e  ork based on a r yt m found in 
only four bars of an  7 measure mo ement as a definiti e Nati e American influence on D o  k 
’s conce tion of t e  ork.  c olars  a e attem ted illustrate t e influence of t is indi enous 
culture on D o  k  by citing syncopated melodies found in Native American songs. The 
comparison of a melody to a Native American drum pattern is a flawed technique to demonstrate 
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influence. As a result, this type of comparison, little information can be found to substantiate the 
claim of Native American influence.  
In order to authenticate the rhythm, D o  k ’s drum  attern must be com ared to drum 
patterns found in Native American music. In contrast to this rhythm (seen in example 1), Native 
American music tends to contain strong down beats. Bruno Nettl has collected three typical drum 
patterns found in the music of Northwest Coast Indians (See Example 2). 
Example 2: Three Common Native American Drumbeats - Music of Northwest Coast Indians 
 
Drum Pattern 1 
 
Drum Pattern 2 
 
Drum Pattern 3 
143
 
 
As seen in the example, the stress falls on the down-beat of each measure, unlike D o  k ’s drum 
pattern found in Example 1. To further support the theory of the use of strong down beat drum 
patterns; one needs only to look at the drum patterns in relationship to the melody of the music of 
the Navajo Indian Songs (See Example 3). The melody of the song focuses on the upbeats; 
however, the drum pattern is firmly placed on the downbeats and remains constant throughout 
the entire song. Therefore one is unable to draw a connective link between the rhythmic motives 
that occur in the left hand of the piano and Native American drum rhythms. 
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 D o  k ’s “tom-tom” r yt m could  a e associations to drum  atterns t at may  a e 
been 
 
Example 3: Navajo Indian Song 
144
 
formulated to contain stereotypical characterizations from popular culture Wild West or 
Kickapoo medicine shows. Interest in exoticism was on the rise in America through 1876 to the 
1920s with the advancements in production and the growth of the Industrial Revolution. As a 
result, many individuals were moving to the cities. These new urbanites had not only increased 
their affluence, they also had more free time available to them than ever before. The desire to 
connect with the land coupled with an excess of free time resulted in the creation of these 
traveling shows to expose white America to expanded cultural opportunities.
145
 Unfortunately, 
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these opportunities were often steeped in stereotypical characterizations as a means of drawing 
larger crowds for the sake of the box office and they were not authentic performances. We do 
know that Dvo  k  attended t ese e ents   ic  focused more on s ectacle t an aut enticity. 
 Jo n Tibbetts  as stated t at D o  k  recei ed transcri tions of Iro uois son  melodies 
from Henry Krehbiel; however, they were transcriptions of the melodies placed into the 
European notation system.
146
 The transcription process may account for an approximation of the 
note length instead of the actual duration. In order to place the melody into a readable rhythm 
and meter, slight alterations may have occurred so that the melodies could be understood and 
performed within European musical heritage. Although it is possible that these melodies have 
been recorded correctly, those transcriptions do not take into account the differences that will 
occur through oral transmission or the presence of regional dialect and a lack of a cohesive tribal 
system. 
 The strongest connection of the Sonatina to Native American culture exists on the basis 
Lon fello ’s  oem Hiawatha in t e second mo ement. Des ite D o  k ’s  as familiarity  it  
the  oem, t e actual melody  as ins ired by inne a a Falls. D o  k  often recorded t e son s 
of birds and drew inspiration from the land when constructing melodies, as he did when he 
“recorded” t e falls. 147 The associations to the poem and the falls are superficial sources of 
influence   o e er, t e  oem could  a e  laced t e ima ery in of Nati e American life in 
D o  k ’s mind’s ear, but t en t en t e music becomes a con ention associated  it  a  o emian 
composer and not authentic Native American culture. Additionally, the Longfellow poem 
Hiawatha  as  ritten by an indi idual  it  a Euro ean  erita e t at  as not  art of t e Iro uois 
culture. ic ael  eckerman’s researc  attac es t e te t of t e Lon fello   oem to synco ated 
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r yt ms in D o  k ’s sketc books.148 T e disco ery is a si nificant find, but once a ain it does 
not  alidate t e influence of t e Nati e American music culture on t e D o  k . Hiawatha was 
written in a trochaic tetrameter, which places the stress on a long syllable and the unstressed beat 
on a short syllable. Additionally, this type of poetry was created from Greek culture, so 
regardless of the subject matter or suggested influence, the setting of the text would generate a 
syncopated rhythm. As a result, it does not indicate an influence of the Native America musical 
culture. 
 The lack of authenticity is the central issue when it comes to suggesting authentic Native 
American musical influence on the composer, nonetheless, it is cursory and the influence, if any, 
is provided through stereoty es and c aracteri ations dri en by t e demand for e oticism in t e 
American culture at t is time. T ere is no doubt t at D o  k   ad a co y of t e Hiawatha or 
received musical sources transcribed from the music of the Native Americans. He clearly had 
attended Native American spectacle shows and met individuals from various tribes; however, it 
is circumstantial evidence of a Native American influence. The connections have been primarily 
aligned with the subtitles of given to the Sonatina from individuals ot er t an D o  k . T ere 
have also been associations to the poem Hiawatha, which undeniably exist; nevertheless, it does 
not demonstrate an influence of Native American music. Clearly this is an American-European 
one that is based primarily on stereotypes and created by individuals not directly tied to Native 
American heritage or culture.  
Possible African American Influence 
The Sonatina has been considered as having strong connections to that of the African 
American music culture through the inclusion of musical de ices t at  a e been attributed to 
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Ne ro   irituals and  lantations son s. T ese son s  ere  o ular durin  D o  k ’s time in 
America, and therefore many have concluded they were a source of inspiration to the composer. 
A characteristic of African American music included in D o  k ’s American  orks can be 
illustrated through his use of a pentatonic scale. The Sonatina is no exception and is presented as 
including pentatonicim in the Larghetto movement of the work. Paul Stefan has recogni ed t at 
t e melody  ritten do n   ile D o  k   as at inne a a Falls includes a  entatonic scale   ee 
Example 4). 
Example 4 Sonatina in G Major Op. 100 – Larghetto - mm. 1- 4 
 
The melody in the first four measures of the Larghetto section establishes a feeling of 
melancholy that will be found throughout the movement and is described as containing a 
pentatonic scale by Stefan.
149
 One can only assume he is referring that the scale uses five notes, 
since the notes used in the melody of Example 4 do not create a G minor pentatonic scale. 
When the melody in Example 4 is placed within the context of common practice harmony 
it can be reconceived as a melody that makes use of passing tones instead of pentatonicism (See 
Example 6). The G minor pentatonic scale would consist of t e follo in  notes:  ,  -flat,  , D, 
and F. In lookin  at t is melody, one  ill notice an absence of F, and t e inclusion of A. 
Alt ou   not a   minor  entatonic scale, it demonstrates a styli ed  entatonicism by D o  k . 
Through traditional Euro ean-tonic-centered  armonies  seen in E am le   , D o  k  creates an 
artificial pentatonic construct that will provide the listener with an illusion of pentatonicism. A 
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harmonic analysis defines the function of certain tones through their consideration as passing 
tones. in order to avoid disruption of the tonal center. 
Example 5 Sonatina in G Major Op. 100 – Larghetto - mm. 1- 4 
 
                                    i                      iv7                   i64          V7      i      iv 
 
An exam le of t is  ould be t e   in t e first measure functionin  as a  assin  tone in common 
 ractice  armony. D o  k  often  laces t ese styli ed  entatonic melodies  it in  is 
compositions to create characterization of musical styles. Despite its lack of authenticity, the 
pentatonicism here does create an image of what many individuals would have considered an 
authentic plantation song influence. 
 Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson captured some of these authentic songs while he 
served as part of the First South Carolina Volunteers. One of the plantation songs recorded was 
“Poor Rosy”   een in E am le 6 .150 The interesting aspect of this work is the balanced four bar 
phrases which can be found consistently in numerous collections of Negro Spirituals. The song 
“Poor Rosy”  as e tremely  o ular, and contained multiple verses, but no refrains. The verses 
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create various inflections when sung to enhance performance while conveying the emotions 
associated with the lyrics by the performer.
151
 
Example 6 – Plantation Son  “Poor Rosy” 
 
According to Lucy McKim, 
They (songs) are all exceedingly simple, both in sediment and music. Each stanza 
 contains, but a single thought, set in perhaps two or three bars of music; and yet as they 
 sing it, in alternate recitatives and choruses, with varying inflections and dramatic effect, 
 this simple and otherwise monotonous melody will, to a musical ear and a heart 
 susceptible of  impression, have all the charm of variety.
152
  
 
T e four bar   rase structure found in t e  lantation son  “Poor Rosy” is identical to t e four bar 
  rases structure utili ed in t e  onatina by D o  k   een in E am le 7 . In D o  k ’s  onatina 
each four bar phrase is altered to change the inflection of the melody a similar to the technique 
found in the plantation son  “Poor Rosy.” T e use of timbre c an es allo s D o  k to  ro ide 
not only interplay between the voices and creates a sense of drama within the composition or a 
sim listic narrati e. Eac   art  as a s ecific use to “describe” or “illustrate” t e melodic idea 
through exoticism. For example the violin in the first movement demonstrates characteristics of 
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confidence or gaiety while the right hand of the piano has a reserved characteristic with 
occasional moments of playfulness.  
Example 7 Sonatina in G Major Op. 100 - Allegro risoluto - mm. 1-16 
 
 
One can see  o  connections to Ne ro   iritual or  lantation son   a e been si  ted as 
an influenced D o  k ’s conce tion of t e   rase structure  it in t e  onatina. Ne ert eless, 
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D o  k  once a ain demonstrates a lack of authenticity since he does not fully adhere to the form 
of the plantation song in which the lyrics are changed for each verse. The music maintains the 
same melodic material creating an a,a,a,a..(et cetera) form for the song. In the Sonatina  o e er, 
D o  k  uses an A,  , A’ form for t e first mo ement of t e com osition and maintains t e four 
bar phrase structure throughout the composition (Seen in Table 2). 
 
TABLE 2 
FOR  OF “ALLE RO RI OLUTO,” O E ENT  
SONATINA IN G MAJOR OP. 100, B. 120  
 
Sections Measures Key 
A 1-68 G Major 
B 69-114 G Minor 
A’ 115-195 G Major 
 
 
D o  k  c oses to ad ere to t e sonatina form,  o e er,  e elects to continue to  ro ide illusions 
to the characteristics of these popular song styles from the African American musical tradition. 
 Ne ro   irituals and  lantation son s cannot be o erlooked as a source of influence on 
D o  k  due to t eir inclusion in American  o ular music.  te  en  ollins Foster  as one of t e 
most prevalent song writers in this medium. Foster utilized the sentiments and styles of these 
songs to create his own style of compositions that drew on international music traditions viewed 
as “American.”153 It is kno n t at D o  k  made an arran ement of t e Foster son  Old Folks at 
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Home for the benefit concert on January 23, 1894 at the request of Thurber.
154 Additionally, 
D o  k  also o ned a co y of Minstrel Songs, Old and New: A Collection of Minstrel and 
Plantation Songs, Including the Most Popular of the Foster Melodies. The collection  as 
 ublis ed by t e Oli er Ditson   om any from  oston in     . A co y of t is book  as found 
amon  D o  k ’s  ossessions in  o emia u on  is deat .155 The table of contents of this book 
reveals that, Stephen Foster has 15 songs included in the collection of 93. The second largest 
number of songs collected in the book was written by songwriter William Shakespeare Hays 
with a contribution of 5 songs. 
 Foster’s ability to ca ture t e music of t e multi le cultures and assimilate t em into  is 
own style was  ery similar to t e tec ni ues em loyed by D o  k . Foster’s  ell-known song 
Old Folks at Home also contains a four bar phrase structure and alternates cadences between 
either a half or an authentic cadence. Such a cadential structure is consistent with t e melodies 
found in Ne ro   irituals or  lantation son s. Kno in  D o  k   ad a co y of Minstrel Songs 
Old and New, made an arrangement of Old Folks at Home for a benefit performance, and listed 
Foster as an influence on the creation of songs imitating t e music of African Americans, one 
can conclude t ere is no  ossibility t at D o  k   ad not reco ni ed Foster’s contributions to 
creating an American style of music.
156 D o  k   imself noted, “T e im ortant t in  is t e 
inspiration for such music come from the right source, and that the music itself should be a true 
e  ression of t e  eo le’s real feelin s. To read t e ri  t meanin  t e com oser need not 
necessarily be of t e same blood, t ou   t at, of course, makes it easier for  im.”157 The 
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statement re eals t at D o  k   as not concerned  it  aut enticity, only t e com oser’s ability 
to insert t e ri  t meanin  in t e  ork. T erefore, it  ould be consistent t at D o  k   ould 
look to a composer such as Foster, who was from America, and use his music as a model to 
create the national style of art music Thurber desired. Foster had already combined the 
compositional techniques from multiple influences into one style of music that was identified as 
American. Additionally, this music was known to most Americans as  ell as most Euro eans 
because of t e  o ularity of Foster’s  orks. For D o  k ,  o ular music  ould be t e  erfect 
musical source to create T urber’s style of national music,   ic   ould be internationally 
recognized. 
Possible European Influence 
At t e re uest of T urber, D o  k   as attem tin  to create a nationalistic style of 
American art music that would be internationally recognized. He had been exposed to possible 
indigenous cultures in America in which he could use as sources to create American art music  
 o e er, D o  k  elected to include elements from Euro ean music in  is com ositions. One 
such element was the use of European forms. The sonatina was derived from the sonata and had 
been utilized by composers such as Handel, Beethoven, and Schubert.
158  ile t ere  as no set 
form for t e  enre, D o  k   as consistent  it  ot er late Romantics Era com osers   o c ose 
to include four mo ements in t e  onatina.   ee Table    Additionally, D o  k  elected to use an 
ABA structure for each of the four movements of the composition.  
 i nificant in definin  D o  k ’s music in America is t e fact t at most of t e  o ular 
plantation songs created by composers such as Foster use a verse/refrain form. Moreover, 
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authentic Negro Spirituals or  lantation son s  ould not include a refrain and instead merely 
re eated t e  erse.  uc  ar uments may a  ear to be su erficial, but it demonstrates t at D o  k  
 as still under t e influence of  is Austro- ermanic trainin . Unlike Foster, D o  k  made the 
new American style fit that of the Austro-Germanic tradition. Charles Hamm notes that Foster 
was not an untrained musician; he was a professional musician versed in multiple genres 
including that of opera.
159
 Foster elected to write popular music based on indi enous music of 
America, but it  as D o  k    o took t is music and synt esi ed it into a style of art music. 
T e  arallels to t e Euro ean art tradition do not cease  it  t e form of t e com osition. 
D o  k  also included ot er con entions of the European tradition, pedal tone. The technique is 
used throughout the Sonatina, but is best illustrated in the first movement in measures 17-20 (See 
in Example 8). 
Example 8 Sonatina in G Major Op. 100, Allegro risoluto, mm. 17-24 
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The pedal point creates a sense of  armonic stasis, but also demonstrates D o  k ’s inclusion of 
the European folk music traditions. In Slavic music, the use of a pedal point is reminiscent of the 
instrumentation of the folk bands. The common use of the bagpipes in these village folk bands 
would create sustained pedal tones by the drones on the bagpipes and influenced composers to 
replicate the sound of t e drones on t e ba  i es t rou   t e inclusion of  edal tones. D o  k  
would have been familiar with this tradition since he himself had played in village bands to 
supplement his income. Additionally, he used pedal tones in his earlier works the Slavonic 
Dances Op. 46 and 72 (1878 and 1886), thus, one can conclude he was comfortable including 
this device in his composition to convey connections to Slavic music (See in Example 9). 
Additionally, these pedal tones were common in the European music tradition and can be 
found in the piano music of composers such as Schubert (See in Example 10). Schubert does not 
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use the E in the base line to imitate a bagpipe drone as in Slavic music, but instead he uses the 
tone to illustrate that a key change has occurred prior to measure 33. The use of the E pedal tone 
allows for the tonicization of the new key signature and reinforces the tonal center of the new 
key. D o  k and  c ubert bot  utili e a similar technique in their compositions, as a harmonic 
stasis, a device that further demonstrates the eclecticism that e ists bet een D o  k’s music and 
other musical traditions in Europe.   
T e inclusion of Euro ean traditions in t e  onatina illustrate t at D o  k   as not 
ignorant of the musical tradition established in the United States. He was aware that many of the 
individuals in America which came from a European background. When Thurber asked  im to 
create an American art music tradition, D o  k   ould  a e reco ni ed t at some of t e music 
 as still firmly  round in Euro ean traditions. To su  ort t is idea, one only  as to look to t e 
summer D o  k  s ent in   ill ille, Io a.  ile the settlement was in the United States, the 
Example 9 Slavonic Dances Op. 46, 1, mm. 240-247 
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Example 10  Schubert Moment Musical No.6 Allegretto from Sechs moments Musicaux, Op. 94 
(D.780) (1892) mm. 33-39 
 
 
people of the Spillville community clung to their Bohemian heritage. The predominant language 
of Spillville was Czech, and the older women within the church congregation loved when 
D o  k   layed mass because  e included  ymns from  o emia.160 Many of these new 
immigrants still had connections to Euro e.  ile t e indi enous music re resented a lon  
tradition in America, D o  k  kne   e  ould  a e to include elements of t e Euro ean tradition 
to resonate with those individuals who did not recognize the Americanisms in the music. By 
blending American and Euro ean traditions, D o  k   ould successfully create a national style 
of art music in America. 
Possible Pedagogical Influence 
 D o  k   ad attem ted to create a nationalistic style of art music in America, but t e 
Sonatina had a personal connection for D o  k  since it  as  ritten for  is c ildren. any 
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European composers had written compositions as teaching tools such as “ o art’s K 545 in C, 
called  a little  iano sonata for be inners’ and  ublis ed as Sonate facile.”161 The sonatina as a 
 enre  as to  el  de elo  t eir tec ni ue for ine  erienced  layers. T e  eda o ical intent is 
e ident u on e amination of t e indi idual  arts of t e  onatina by D o  k .  
The violin often stays in the first position and only makes occasional shifts to eit er 
second or t ird  osition, but does so in a lo ical  ro ression. D o  k  studied t e  iolin from a 
young age before he learned to play the organ.
162
 His training as a violinist was accomplished 
enough to allow him to play in various orchestras around Prague, and he was a skilled enough to 
perform as part of the orchestra for Richard Wagner during a concert series Wagner had in 
Prague. His understanding of the physical requirements of the instrument and the developing 
skill of a student would allow him to  rite  arts a  ro riate for  is c ildren’s abilities. it  t e 
exception of the third movement, the other movements utilize the third position only sporadically 
and no more than for a few measures at a time. Nevertheless, the fourth movement begins with 
the player in the third position of the instrument and slowly moves down the fingerboard until 
they end in first position. There is always a slow transition in the work that allows the player to 
move comfortably to the position on the fingerboard, and there is not a need for the player to 
shift from first to third position without moving through second position on the instrument. 
T e  iano  art is concei ed in a similar fas ion to t at of t e  iolin: t e indi idual’s 
skills are being developed. An examination of the score reveals that a moderately skilled pianist 
would have little difficulty performing this composition. The rhythms are uncomplicated and in 
moments of high rhythmic activity one hand, the other is given a rhythm that creates a 
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subdivision for the complex rhythm. When a wide ranged melodic line is required in the right 
hand, the left hand typically remains in an anchored position on the keyboard. Other elements 
t at e ist in t e com osition to de elo  t e  ianist’s skills are t e use of rolled chords for a 
melodic line, inclusion of pedal markings, and melodies with supporting rhythms to develop the 
full independence of both hands. 
D o  k  desi ned t e  onatina to  el  t e t o  layers interact  it  eac  ot er t rou   
the use of alternating melodies. The violin often exhibits the qualities of confidence and 
assertiveness, while the piano often has whimsical or pensive melodies. It is in these exchanges 
that the instrumentalists need to listen to each other to match dynamics and stylistic articulations 
of the melodic lines. The interplay is consistent throughout the Sonatina and requires the two 
players to interact with each other to produce a musical interpretation of the work. That the work 
is designed for a developing player is evident within the composition, while the melodies to 
create an episodic narrative to keep younger players entertained. 
Eclecticism in the Sonatina 
D o  k often stated t at many of t e melodies found in  is so-called “American” 
compositions that individuals have attributed to an American influence were brought with him to 
America.  The implication of this statement by the composer is that the melodies and harmonies 
had shared characteristics with much of the music found in America during his three year 
position as the Director of the American Conservatory, but that they were, nonetheless, grounded 
in his typical compositional style. The only explanation for such an idea can be found in the 
eclecticism of the techniques he included in his music. Often individuals have examined 
harmonic structure of these American compositions; nonetheless the relationship of a tonic to 
dominant key structure is too common of a progression to assign to a specific style of music. 
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It is true that many of the Negro spirituals utilize a I to V key structure for t e stro  ic 
son s, and t erefore t at influence  as been a  lied to D o  k’s American music instead of its 
recognition as part of common practice theory. His chord progressions and modulation 
tendencies can also be found in much of the music of the Classical and Romantic period 
symphonic traditions. The initial structure of most symphonies from the Classical Era forward 
utilize a tonic to dominant progression and therefore it is impossible to attribute this 
characteristic to a specific  enre or com oser. o art,  eet o en,  aydn,  ra ms, and  c ubert 
all follo ed t is  ro ression in t eir com ositions, and t erefore it is unlikely t at t ese c ordal 
 ro ressions can be used to classify D o  k’s com ositions dated    2 to      as American. 
The rhythms used within his American composition are heavily syncopated and often 
include dotted rhythms, including the Scotch Snap. Musicologists have suggested these rhythms 
as being tied to either a Native American or Negro spirituals influence. Although these rhythms 
can be found in both styles of music, they are also found in Slavic music; therefore it is difficult 
to attribute a specific influence by relying solely on this convention. The influx of immigrants in 
the United States brought a number of folk styles to t e country,   ic  also com licated 
discussions of r yt mic influence. For e am le, t e  cotc   na  can be found in many folk 
dance styles t at  ere brou  t to America by Euro eans, includin   la ic dances. T us D o  k 
’s r yt mic  ractices can also be understood from the context as being Slavic. To further 
complicate matters, in the recreation of the Negro dialect during transcription of Negro melodies, 
white northerners used European rhythms to replicate the language spoken by the Negros. Often 
these transcriptions were mere representations rather than an authentic portrayal of the dialect; 
the process was simply inaccurate. Forcing these rhythmic patterns into European models created 
a link bet een t e transcribers’ r yt ms, associated with European music specifically Slavic, and 
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music of Ireland and Scotland, and the syncopated rhythms found in the Native and African 
American cultures. Moreover, the popular music of Stephen Foster also made use of syncopated 
rhythms and demonstrate similarities to r yt ms found in D o  k s music, and t us may be 
another source of influence.  
D o  k ’s use of  is o n style of “D o  kian Pentatonicism” creates an e otic 
styli ation. E en t ou    e does not use t e aut entic  entatonic scale, D o  k’s im lied 
pentatonicism through the use of characterization demonstrates he recognized its use in the 
music, but he needed to adapt the scale in order to have it fit the European form of the Sonatina. 
A stylized pentatonic scale, its inauthenticity demonstrates t at D o  k is a master com oser 
  o  as able to find elements t at re resented different culture  rou s and assimilates t em into 
 is music. T is D o  kian con ention is not only re resentati e of African American culture  it 
also symbolizes Slavic and European traditions that also utilize this scale in their music. 
These similarities e  lain  o  indi iduals in America could find Americanisms in t e 
com ositions  ritten by D o  k.  is ability to combine musical ideas borro ed from ot er 
cultures would provide him the opportunity to create music that is representative of large groups 
of individuals. He identified music that contained shared characteristics and used them through a 
stylized compositional technique to create music that was similar to both authentic musics and 
stereotypical music used in multiple cultures. D o  k  produced a style of music that could not 
only contain Americanisms, but was representative of some European cultures as well. D o  k 
stated that he brought many of his ideas with him to America, and upon examination of these 
musical sources it is clear t at D o  k did in fact brin  t ese ideas  it   im. T e similarities t at 
exist between musical techniques are easily identified and can be found in multiple culture 
grou s, ne ert eless, it is t ese rat er  eneral c aracteristics t at sc olars a  ear to cite   en 
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determinin   ossible sources of influence.  T ese sources,  o e er, are far too  eneral to ascribe 
to one culture  rou , t erefore, one can conclude D o  k’s so-called “American” music is 
actually eclectic. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
AREAS OF FURTHER STUDY 
 
 Numerous  rimary documents e ist from D o  k’s time, in America and t ese  a e been 
the catalyst which informed perceptions about t e com oser durin   is tenure at t e National 
 onser atory of usic of Ne  York. T ese  rimary sources,  o e er, must be  i en furt er 
scrutiny to determine t e accuracy of t e statements made by “D o  k.” Past sc olarly beliefs 
about D o  k’s time in t e Unites  tates from    2 to       a e led to t e creation of t ree 
inconsistent narrati es, eac  com licated by bias and misinformation. Alt ou   researc  clearly 
re eals essays attributed to D o  k  t at a  ear in ne s a ers in ay      and      contain 
misleadin  and incorrect information, ne ert eless, t ese  rimary sources  a e come to define 
t e narrati e of D o  k’s sojourn in America and  is role in creatin  an American music. 
D o  k’s letters to family and ac uaintances in  o emia re eal his opposing view about his role 
in America. Future scholars must work to construct an objective narrative that takes into account 
these conflicting source materials and further navigates the concerns of fact and fiction in order 
to definitively uncover source material in D o  k’s “American” music. Additionally, issues of 
D o  k’s o n sense of com ositional identity durin   is American  eriod must be considered in 
advance of a necessary re-conception of his contribution to an American style of composition. 
 ore im ortantly, t is re-conce tion  el s redefine D o  k’s identity as a com oser   ile 
working in the United States. 
 Notions of D o  k’s association  it  an American idiom do not take into account t e 
com oser’s o n ackno led ement t at  e created only one  ossible trajectory for com osers to 
consider in  ritin  American art music. D o  k  as a central fi ure in creatin  t is idiom, but 
not because of his music; his main contributions occurred through his employment as 
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composition teacher at t e  onser atory. As a teac er D o  k influenced numerous students to 
look to sources t at  ould define American music from a nationalistic  ers ecti e.  y 
e aminin  com ositions of D o  k’s students, it may be  ossible to determine D o  k’s 
influence on American composers through his position at the Conservatory. Moreover, this mode 
of inquiry may provide insights into his guidance on the formation of American art music and the 
possible effect of his suggestion to exploit popular music sources to create “Americanisms” on 
nationalistic elements in American art music. 
 D o  k’s relations i  to indi iduals associated  it  t e Pro ressi e and Indianist 
movements must also be further explored. Given the amount of control these individuals had 
over him, one might be able to determine the possible long-lasting artistic and political effects of 
t ese mo ements’ ideolo ies on t e de elo ment of an American art music. An e amination of 
the connections between the Board of Directors of the Conservatory and indi iduals acti e 
 it in t e Pro ressi e and Indianist mo ements  otentially informs t e effects of t is influence 
on com osition students before D o  k’s arri al from  o emia and after  is de arture. One 
might be able to determine if borrowings of indigenous Nati e and African American idioms 
 ere  romoted before D o  k assumed  is role as t e Director. T us re resentati e 
compositions by students of the Conservatory prior to his arrival, during his time in America, 
and after he returned home should be e  lored. If suc  borro in  did in fact occur  rior to 
D o  k’s arri al, alterations to t e American musical  istorio ra  y narrati e must be made to 
more accurately reflect D o  k’s actual role. 
 D o  k clearly influenced com osers in t e creation of American art music; however, his 
contributions have been greatly exaggerated and framed in a context that is in conflict with 
historical documents penned by the composer. In order to correct the narrative, further inquiry 
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into his compositional style while in America is  aramount in order to correct t e 
misconce tions re ardin  t e aut enticity of indi enous sources in  is music. In 
 istorio ra  ies, D o  k  as been reconfi ured and c aracteri ed as an indi idual   o e  ibited 
an abrupt change in the style of  is com ositional out ut from    2 to      because of  is 
association  it  t e de elo ment of American art music. Dis usted and frustrated  it  
statements about  is efforts to define American art music by many music critics in  oston, 
D o  k returned home to Bohemia and wrote his final operatic works, all of which exhibit a 
decidedly Bohemian nationalism. His easy return to his native Bohemian musical language and 
 is o n frustration  it  re orts re ardin   is “America” sources su  est t at furt er in uiry is 
necessary to determine t e role D o  k  layed in t e creation of American music.  
American Art Music and                 
 Through the examination of D o  k’s music durin   is t ree year  eriod in America, 
influences from American Intellectual Thought have been posited as possible factors for the 
inclusion of certain indigenous source music in D o  k’s com ositions. D o  k’s insertion of 
t ese musical sources in  is “American” com ositions re eals t at  is music can only be 
described as eclectic. It is through these eclectic elements, whether American or European, that 
t e emer ence of t ese “Americanisms” can be identified in  is American art music due to t eir 
shared musical characteristics.  Moreover, this style of composition satisfies the request of his 
employer Thurber. Furthermore, it demonstrates D o  k’s ability to encompass multiple musical 
sources into his compositional techniques to create generalizations that would allow to his music 
to be classified as American.   
 D o  k was aware that inequality existed in America and that difficulties would arise in 
creating a nationalistic style of music for the United States. Nonetheless, D o  k utilized 
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e oticism in  is music to create t ese “Americanisms” and to fulfill t e desires of the individuals 
within the Progressive and Indianist political movements. Controversy arose from clashing 
perspectives from individuals within American society on the inclusion of these musical sources, 
and D o  k would eventually acquiesce that such sources were only one possible way to create 
American art music.  
 Though primarily a Bohemian nationalist, D o  k was a facile composer with an eclectic 
compositional technique as evidenced by his Sonatina in G Major Op.100. After an examination 
of his relationships with multiple individuals, a new narrative emerges in which he creates a 
composition that was able to fulfill the needs of each faction. The Sonatina clearly satisfied his 
c ildren’s need for a work to develop their techniques as musicians, while the use of 
“Americanisms”  it  direct links to mar inali ed cultures fulfilled t e re uests of t e 
individuals involved in political movements. The Sonatina also contained elements that were 
associated  it  D o  k’s Euro ean  erita e that would be recognized by newly arrived 
immigrants such as thosein the Bohemian community of Spillville, IA. Finally, it provided his 
publisher with an exotic work that was performable by amateur musicians and that had 
associations with “T e (exotic) Ne  orld.” Indeed, a seemingly simple request by Thurber in 
1892 for D o  k to assume the duties as the Director of the National Conservatory of Music of 
New York requires a new level of complexity upon examination: D o  k’s role in t e creation of 
an American art music is not as simple as once assumed.  
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